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A Nightmare Led To
Life - Saving Device
By Childs Jewell
D.O.Davis, a retired Marine and
former Fultonian, had a nightmare
about three years ago and a new
North Carolina industry came into
being as a result. The new industry recently won the plaudits of
,Governor Sanford of North Carolina.
Davis, who now lives in Wilmington, N. C., explained how the

"Aqua-Aid," the product made by
the company, came to be.
°It was about three years ago
I had a nightmare that I had
fallen out of my fishing boat. I
hit the bottom, and when I did,
my wristwatch broke and a big
balloon came out and pulled me
up. I woke up and began planning."
His' planning produced a 9.5
ounce plastic container with a
strap, containing an inflatable
plastic bag capable of keeping 200
pounds above water.
By pressing a button on the
container, a cartridge of cartoon
dioxide is released which inflates
the bag in two seconds. The cartridges are replaceable, and the
device can be repacked in seconds.
The life preserver, intended as
a standby for larger preservers
can be worn on the wrist or belt.
It retails for leSs than $10.
The product is being sold by a
firm known as Davis-McGill, Inc.
The McGill is I. C. McGill, another retired Marine, who helped
Davis get a patent on his nightmare idea, and who organized the
firm.
Materials for the, device are
purchased from big national plastic firms. The St. Paul's assembly
plant, now with 16 employes, can
produce 10,000 of the "Aqua-Aid"
devices each week.
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Enthusiasm High,Funds Low To Start
Expanded Youth Recreational Program

Chapter No. 117 of the Disabled
The Te
Development
Enthusiasm is mounting fast among the boy, ai
American Veterans are sponsoring Association and the Beautification
a trained animal and variety show Committee of that organization girls of all ages who plan to play baseball and softba,
to be held in ,the Fulton Baseball wish to useless thas let to all chi- this summer, but the funds with which
to operate
Park Saturday May 12th. There zens in the :Twin Cities for their
leagues
are
coming
in
at
a
snail's
pace.
Riley Allen.
will be two shows one at 2:30 p. ceeiteration Siring I •• Clean Unm. and one at 7:30 p. m. There I, Paint ISp-Fis Up C; itstign con president of Twin Cities Youth. Incorporated said that
will be trained dogs. ponies, mon- ducted April 25 thr eh May 2. the letters mailed to interestrd citizens for
contrilinkeys, clown!: anil. variety acts to ; See. H: th,nle; to t!,t. YourIL,
tions to buy "stock" in the plan to eneoui
and demake up a two hour show of good Men's lio.i,wss Club 'or landscapclean
entertainment. Featured ing and Warding thc ,rea around vclop the mental and physic! Lettermen of the
will be Miss Sylvia Lytell with the band 'find on Lake Street: to people in the twin cities are c,ithing
in slowlv: "too slowher trained Liberty Dalmation all who leek part in the parade:
clog. This act has appeared on the to Harry Barry and John Caraway ly," he said. "If every family whose child or children
Ed Sullivan TV show.
and other officers of the County participate in our youth recreational program this y(,.ar
Health and Sanitation Depart- sends in the small contribution asked for. we'd have 711.!,
Also on hand will be "BuckIf you are a parent, or a teenmerits of Kentucky and Tennessee;
(N(11111.'10
no 'trouble financing the pmject," he added.
shot" the trained pony along with
ager, or a thoughtful individual of
to the Fulton County News, the
151h.
JOCKO and PONCHO the trained
any age, I am going to urge you to
rUlton Daily Leader and Radio
F,.11..winei.
Twin-edit s Youth Incorporated your income tax. It is hoped that
monkeys. Profits from the show
read this column today. I am
Station WFLTL for the wonderful was formed this year for the pur- Iii,' entire populace will show ;in
Grand-Tury --s
•
will be used by the Disabled Vet- publicity given;
grateful to Mrs. Joe C. Powell for
to the school pose . of encouraging. and promo- interest in the youth of the com- Jan Joe Campbell.
re.'
bringing me the letter from Joe's
erans to help out with their pro- children who participated in the ting the cultural, moral, mental munity
by giving generously and King, Mrs. Hwip•r Wil!-"r1 MN,
grandson David Powell, who lives
gram for the year. Tickets can be poster contest; to Southern Bell and physical betterment of all freely-so that the Twin-Cities E. is! Dk Myo•r. ;Harvey Caldwell,
Massachusetts.
Mansfield,
in
purchased from any of the mem- Telephone Company, Swift & youth in and near the vicinity of .Tray have an active. well - round- Mrs. Joe Davis. NIrs. Gilson Litt.i,
David is just seventeen years
Company, South Fulton Siegel South Fulton, Tenn.. and Fulton. ed recreational program for the Newton Huddle, Mr, Lawson
bers.
old. His father Joseph Prather
Plant, Pepsi-Cola Bottling Com- Ky.
boys and girls of the community." Roper. Fred •L. Whitehead, Mrs.
Powell was killed in World War
pany, Coca-Cola Bottling ComOtis fizzle, Mrs Roy Bard, 'fluth
Baseball. softball, volley ball. Riley said.
•
II. Three of David's friends were
pany, Ferry-Morse Seed Com- tennis and other athletic events
Hernbeak. Mrs. H CJ, nets Cliff
Letters.
containing
killed in an automobile accident
self-addresspany, and Radio Staton WFUL for are sponsored by this organization
Wade. Emily M.,ddos. Mrs. Riley
early Easter morning. Two of the
"open house" on Industrial Day; and this coming seasaa promises ed envelopes, were mailed last Allen, Hugh
Swayne. Frank
week
asking
boys used to ride to school with
for
donirtions.
Write
to the Junior Chamber of Com- to be the best yet.
Henry, .Robert McCain. Mrs. Bert
your
check
David every morning. The other
now
arid
mail
in
selfmerce for arrangirig bus transporYarbro, Sr.. Mrs. Ben F. Evar,,
Officers of Twin-Cities Youth.
was going to college with David
tation for the inspection tour on Inc.: are: Riley Allen. president, atitiressed envelopes. If you do Harold Moore, If art Thompson,
to study medicine. They were
the last day of the campaign; and Randall Burcham, vice president; not receive one of the letters, mail Mrs. Guy Farmer, A. L. Cos, Mr-..
close friends.
to all members of the Twin Cities David Phelps, secretary, Paul your contributions to Twin -Cities . Joe Cole. !fem.., Harrison B
Development Associatien who took Brann, John Joe Campbell. Elson Youth Incorporated. care Fulton iitmderson.
Ilattie,,
The
graduating
class of South
Paul Reeds pianist and artist in part.,
Fulton, Ky.
The driver of the car, referred
. B. Hardy.
McGuire, Charles Pawlukiewicz.
Fulton
High
School will have the residence at St. Norbert College,
to in the letter, was miraculously
Such cooperation as was shown Lonnie Roper and L
. John Bacon,
Petit .Tur
Boys and girls between the 'at:ouis es
Weaks.
saved. David's mother wrote that pleasure of hearing the Reverend De Pere, Wisconsin, will be pre- by everyone could not help but] • "All
Wile. ler. Hickcontributions to this or- of 8 and 17 are eligilde to partici- Hickman. 'Al,
the driver failed to stop at a stop W. T. Barnes, pastor of the First sented in concert on Monday. May
(Continued on page seven)
man.
.Mrs.
II •Icer,on.. Hickganization are 'deductible from pate. Cards. are being distributed
sign and tried taking a corner at Methodist Church as the Bacca- 14 at 8:00 p. m. in the UTMB
,
man,
Richard
PPIW(it r. Fulton.
I through the local •-ehools stodity.
high speed. The car struck a tree laureate program speaker, Sun- Music Building Auditorium. Mr.
The girls softball program is di- Gent. Howard, Crutchfield. John•
•
and the three boys riding on the day, May.13 at the First Baptist Reed has concertized extensively
Blincoe,
Hickman, Mrs. Martin •
.. i ded into two age groups. There
throughout the Middle West and
side of the car that hit the tree Church at eight o'clock.
a re four groups in the boys di- Condet% Hickman. Mrs. Charles
Mrs.! J. U. McKendree will be has won high acclaim from the
were instantly killed.
Wright,
Fulton.
Mrs. Fred Brady,
vision—Minor. Little. Pony and
the organist and will play the critics. Holding a Bachelor and
Connie Mack Leagues. Sign up Fulton. Mrs. Harold Rice.
,
... yes, and sudden death. I'd processional, "Marche Pontifical" Master of Music degrees from
'
Hickman,
Mrs.
George Newton, .
now to participate in the prolike for you to read and re-read (Gounod) and the recessional, Drake University, where he maHickman.
Fred
Collier. Fulton,
gram.
OUIDA JEWELL
"Dear Laverne and Norman,
jored in piano as a student of
David Powell's reflections about "March Romaine" (Grieg).
W. H. Harrison, Cayce, Mrs. 0. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry
"This voyager certainly is seeThe invocation will be given by Elvin Schmitt, he has been, during
Kenneth Allen star basketball Huirrikee.,--Ifickman
the accident for I am sure you
, Ray Adams,.
recently received an interesting ing much of Spain and Morocco. player on Fulton:s 1962 team
has Hickman. Mrs. Paul Logan, Hickwill want to pass it on to others the Reverend Truett Miller, pas- the past several years, a student letter
from
her
nephew,
Richard
as
That
a
great
is
tor
of
and
the
First
broad
Baptist
and
Church,
been
protege
employed as park super- man, J.
of Rudolph Ganz, the
who might get -a lesson and a
B. Kearby. Crutchfield,
C. Braun, a former Fultonian, who panorama of landscape. He. is visor.
warning from David's experience. and Reverend Oakley Woodside eminent pianist and musicologist. is
Erwin -Bard,--Fulton. Lucian Isbell,
now employed by the govern- handicapped from the standpoint
will give the benediction.
Mr. Reed's program will feature
Hickman, .Lee Wheeler, Hickman,
Ushers will be Janet Harris, a great variety of piano music, ment as a technical inspector of of opportunity afforded, to enHere's the letter:
Mrs. A. L. Shaw, Hickman, Mrs.
deavor at getting to know the naKara Williams, Mike Faulkner, ranging from early works to very aircraft in Spain and Morocco.
James Threlkeld, Hickman, Mrs.
In the letter he speaks of an- tives as well as to see and learn
Jerry Mac Weaks, Marty Warren recent ones. It will include comMansfield, Mass.
Emily Hardin, Fulton.
and Eddie Bell. There are 51 positions by such masters as Bach, other area. man, Captain Pat about their land or lands. All of
April 28, 1962
members of the South Fulton Handel, Beethoven. Chopin and Ryan.
this is indicated because he is so
Saturday
I found Richard's letter very in- preoccupied with his work and
graduating class.
Debussy.
Dear Grande& and Carlene:
teresting, and am psssing it on to the travel is by air.
you.
"He is writing this because he
I guess it has been p long time
His letter from Spain follows: finally met a person from your
since I have written and there is
neighborhood, a Captain Pat (Patso much to tell. First, I suppose
Judl, Burton, a phys..'al educaThe yard of Mrs. C. D. Edwards .
rick) Ryan. who is one of the
Mom has told you about the accition major at Murray College, Country
Club Courts, has been
B 47 aircraft commanders (first
who served last summ( r as as- selected
dent that happened Easter Sunia—the "Yard of the
pilot). Pat formally flew F100
sistant waterfront director at Month" for
day morning. But what she probMay. This project is
fighter-bombers, also F-86. Pat is
camp Koch. Indiana for girl sponsored
ably didn't tell you is the lesson
by the Beautification
a West Point graduate (with high
that I have learned from it. Two
scouts and who has been leader Committee of The
Twin Cities DeAt the regular meeting of the honors).
of a senior troop at Murray. has velopment Association
of those boys who died were with
A plan of state-operated liquor now are operated privately with Board of Directors of the City
and the seNow, Pat's father, Pat (Patrick)
been notified by the girl Scouts of lection is made
me that night—talking and laugh- stores with stringent controls was quotas for
the number of package National Banks held at the offices Ryan, Sr. was retired from the
each month by a
ing along with me. We went out proposed Tuesday as a possible and drink
California that she will serve as secret committee.
establishments set by a of the bank on May 4th, the di- Illinois Central in 1957.
and got a pizza, talked and played means of reducing chronic alco- state
assistant unit leader at Camp
board.
"pat, Sr. was in charge of train- Catalina
rectors passed a resblution calling
basketball over at my house. The holism.
this summer.
McPheeters said
temperance for a special stockholders meeting men for the I. C. R. R. for the
other boy who died was playing
OH. THAT TWIST!
Three other young ladies, who
The proposal was advanced by people and the distilling industry to be held Thursday June 14th, State of Kentucky and he. Pat, Sr.,
basketball with me the day before state Mental Health Commissioner "won't be happy
about this sug- for the purpose of increasing the was well acquainted with FU1- worked at Camp Koch last sumThat
cr-a-a-zy twist won first
and I went to church with him Harold L. McPheeters.
mer are also to be located at Camp
gestion."
capital stock of the institution tonians.
place in the group entry at the
and after we walked around the
They
Catalina.
"This would not be absolute
will
report
to
headHe brought up the idea at the from $80,000.00 to $120,000.00.
"I enjoyed visiting with this
Strawberry Festival Parade in
block and thought of old times and control but it would improve the first Kentucky alumni
meeting of
Captain Pat Ryan (Pat Jr.) be- quarters for Girl Scouts i n Los Humboldt last week. The twisters
the things we used to laugh at.
Angeles
present system. You would find the Yale School of Alcohol StudTEE UPI
cause, he is very intelligent, interJune•
were members of the Joy White
These boys will never be with that chronic alcoholism would ies. Its session is in
conjunction
Members of the Fulton High esting and gregarious in general.1
School of Dancing. The group was
me again. We'll never go to school drop off tremendously," McPheet- with the Kentucky
Public Health golf team will compete at the He is a typical Irishman, made of I
composed of classes from Fulton,
FRATERNITY MAN!!
together anymore. We'll never go ers said.
Association meeting.
regional golf tournament at the words and is undoubtedly a chip
Martin, Dyersburg, and Ridgely.
out again. They are dead and gone
The doctor's proposal called for
The question of state-owned Princeton County Club on Wed- off the old block.
Carl Hurst, 1961 graduate of Fulton girls participating were
now—to be seen no more. Why? a limit on the number of liquor liquor stores has been brought
up nesday, May 16. Donnie Green, "Yesterday, he and his flight FHS, has been initiated into Barbara Connaughton, Mary Ann
Because another boy thought he stores, the time of operation and previously in Kentucky but
from Ronnie Homra, Phillip Merryman crew returned from this base Sigma Alpha Epsilon social frater- Fenwick, Jane Fuller. Lana Beth
had,a fast car and could handle it. some restriction in purchases.
the standpoint of state operation and Chris and John Hunter are (where they were on a REFLEX) nity. He is a freshman in the UK Gardner, Jane
Green, Sue Ann.,
((Jontinued on page Twelve)
Liquor stores in wet territory
(Continued on page Twelve)
(Continued on page Twelve)
the golfers.
College of Arts and Sciences.
Holloway and Ann Conley Hunt,

Rev.Barnes To
Speak Sunday
To SF Seniors

Light Docket
Fon:1st For
milli Terri Pere

UTMB Presents
Talented Artist
Monday,May 14

Richard Brann Finds Captain Ryan
And Tells of Spain and Morrocco

State Owned Liquor
Stores Are Proposed

These Derby House Guests are DECIDEDLY congenial!

Judy Burton To
Be Counsellor At
Camp Catalina

City National Calls
Stockholders Meeting

,
Derby Dom s Fill Diary With Moments To Remember

Most of the time thin column is..written in news- traditional Derby breakfast on
Combs were expecting for the
paper vernacular, using the editorial "we." Today it is Satyrday
morning.
written in the same vernacular, but the "we" used is the.
The Governor and Mrs. Combs
first person plural, for your editors, Paul and I, attend- had extended an invitation to Ated our first Kentucky Derby last week-end, and we, and torney General and Mrs. Robert
to be their house-guests,
I do mean, we, had what the ad je!ctive-slingers would Kennedy
but unfortunately they were uncall, a fabulous time. As I look back on the exciting able to attend. The Washington
three days of the past week-end, I am at a loss to pin- scene obviously is not one where
you can make plans and keep
point any one event as the highlight of the trip, because them,
for Setretary of Agriculture
it was all, yes you're right, fabulous. The trip was worth and Mrs. Orville Freeman Were to
Waiting fifteen years to take, and if we never do any- be house guests of the Wilson
Wyatts. and they too, sent their
thing else in iur lifetimes, I will say we have been more regrets
as late as last Friday. But
than compensated by having the memory of a week-end the guests at the residence were
other interesting people that we've
at the Kentucky Derby.
To those of you who have never
been, I'd like for you to pull up a
chair and sit with me, while I try
to tell you as much as space permits, about this exciting adventure, so the thing for me to do is
start from the beginning.
"DECIDEDLY" CONGENIAL. . . That's the way
to sum up the party at the Governor's residence in
Frankfort last week for the Kentucky Derby. Pic.
turned here left to right are: Governor Matthew
Welch of Indiana, his daughter Janet, Mrs. Paul
Westpheling, Mr. Westpheling, Governor Berl
Combs, Mrs. Welch and Kay Welch, Janet's twin.
The picture was taken on the portico of the ex-

ecutive residence. Other house euests -for the weekend were Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Kingsbury of South
Fort Mitchell, Ky. and Mr. and Mrs. Ned Breathitt
of Hopkinsville, who with Mrs Combs were indoors
mingling with the more than 900 guests at the
traditional Derby Breakfast when the picture was
taken. "Decidedly" as you know was the Derby
winner.

Jane Edwards Top
Gardener For May

We (Paul and I) left Fulton
Friday morning about 'nine-thirty
for Louisville where I was to attend a meeting at noon. It was
raining right sharply in Louisville
so it was fun. after the meeting,
to visit around with Kentuckians
from all over the State who were
coming in early for the big event

Reel_ of Virginia, who is Lois
Combs' room-mate at RandolphMacon. It- was a most congenial
group and how we loved being
with all of them. Martha Ann was
also viewing the Derby micitement
for the first time, and everything
we saw and did put stars in our
eyes.

Friday night the Breathitts, the
Combses and Martha Ann went to
the Kentucky Colonels dinner in
Louisville while Paul and I stayed
in Frankfort for a round of gay
pre-Derby parties planned by
many of our friends there. The
Welches did not arrive until Saturday morning.
On Derby Day I got up earlier
on Saturday. In the late after- known and loved for many years
noon we drove to Frankfort with and we were delighted and fortun_ than I usually do, and that's earEllis Merrifield and Helen Price, ate to be with th6m. Sylvia and ly, to get ready for the most exof Mr. Wyatt's office, and they Gilbert Kingsbury of Fort Mitch- citing two days I've ever spent.
took us to the Governor's resi- ell were there and so were As I looked out of our bedroom I
dence where we were the house Frances and Ned Breathitt of viewed the lovely grounds around
guests of. Bert and Mabel Combs. Hopkinsville. Gil is vice-presi- the Governor's mansion and I
dent for public relations for the, could hardly believe that I was
The Governor's residence never Crosley Radio and Television so lucky to have the opportunity I
looked more beautiful! Every room Corporation and Ned is a Hop- was witnessing. At about eight
was decorated with huge bouquets kinsville attorney and incidentally thirty I could hear the first early
of Spring flowers and the State a-'cant-Mint& for Governor -next guests arriving, and all of us went
reception rooms were resplendent year. Governor and Mrs. Matthew downstairs to help the Combses
with color. Long tables were plac- Welch of Indiana and their lovely receive their guests. It was such
ed in the ballroom and the private twig daughters, Janet and Kay, fun visiting with so many friends
dining-room and the solarium to were also house guests as was the we have made in Kentucky these
take care of the more than 900 most perfectly tcharming young past years and it was good to enguests the Governor - and Mrs. lady by the name of Martha Ann
(Continued On Page 3)

Elvis Stahr Receives the Plaudits of A Grateful
President for His Distinguised Army Service
ernmentd the people of our counLast week, our distinguished
try.
Hickof
native son, Elvis J. Stahr. Jr.
Your conduct of Army affairs
Secas
position
his
resigned
Ky.
man,
has been an outstanding example of
retary of the Army. The resignation
management. Your policies of
good
te
unfortuna
came following some
recognition of young talent, of exnews stories that reported a conflict
amination and adoption,of new docbetween Stahr and his superior, Secand techniques, and emphasis
trines
The
.
McNamara
retary of Defense
on vigorous-leadership for our Army
rumors were subsequently denied by
marks your tenure as Army Secreboth Stahr and McNamara, but that's
tary.
important
The
you.
Washington, for
In an uneasy period of internathing is that Elvis Stahr is going to
tension, under your leadership
tional
become president of Indiana Univerhas effectively performed
Army
the
as
services
his
and
first
sity on July
its mission. The improvements made
Secretary of Army were as outstandare important ones; the sacrifices
ing and distinguished as anything and
that have been made ace appreciated
done.
ever
has
he
g
everythin
deeply by the American people; and
We are privileged to publish here
pride and highest esprit of the
th
Stahr
the letter received by Secretary
today is more than justified.
Army
folKennedy
F.
John
President
from
is no way to compare the
There
lowing the former's resignation. The
e
of the post you have just
importanc
high
the
of
letter tells the whole story
filled to the presidency of a large unirepute in which Mr. Stahr wasreversity. In a sense, however, you can
garded in an important and difficult
e directly to the future of
contribut
share
Will
you
know
position and we
our nation and prepare new citizens
the pride we all feel in his accomplifor the greater Challenges to come in
ments.
_
your post. It is a worthy one and I
The letter:
want you to know that my personal
The White House
wishes for success go with you.
Washington, D. C.
I know that Secretary McNa2 May 1962
mara and your colleagues, both civilian and military, join with me in exDear Elvis:
pressing our thanks for your loyal coIt is with regret and reluctance
.
Secn
operation
as
resignatio
that I accept your
I have personally enjoyed our asretary of the Army effective June 30,
1962. Your personal dedication,to the, sociation. I sincerely appreciate your
untiring service and effectiveness
task and to the Army has been an inwith which you have met your manispiration to, the men and women of
fold responsibilities.
the United States Army. You can
With warm regards and best
take up your new and most important
wishes.
post at Indiana University with great
Sincerely,
saSsfaction of a job well done and a
F. Kennedy
John
Govthe
for
performed
truly
service
SERMONETTE OF THE WEER

"Toward a Mature Faith"
2 Tjmothy 1:3-7;3:10-17
The church has often failed, but
not
who would say her efforts have
le?
been -worthwhi
Sometimes the church may be to
not
blame for her failure; we have
Gosthe
carrying
in
diligent
been as
might
pel to benighted people as we proslow
make
we
have been, and
rt
gress in purifying our society
practice
home. We Christians must
self- examination hnd that includes
criticizing the church we love. TI-1-2
blame
church does not bear all the
and
hard
a
have
We
for her failures.
foe.
relentless
The thing §tressed in this lesson
and
is growth — growth in grace
knowledge of God. There is no standto
ing still in life. When a tree ceases
die.
to
grow it begins
in
Of the means of growth given
The
.
fellowship
is
this lesson, the first
for
older man, Paul, thanked God
Timothy
Timothy (1:3). He also asked
patito follow his example of loyalty,
not
was
He
(3:10).
ess
steadfastn
ence,
Paul
that.
asked
he
when
boasting
:
was grateful for Timothy's sincere
faith, his loyalty as a friend. Their
fellowship in the Gospel cpuld be a
source of strength to both. We do not
live the Christian life in aloneness.
Another means of growth is to
keep building on the foundation laid.
Timothy's Christian life started with
the teaching of his mother and grandNEWS
-"E FULTON COUNTY
WESTPHELING
M
JOHANNA
and
PAUL
1Publishers

Editors and
in Kentucky
Voted "Best All Around" In class
Association judging
in 1954 Kentucky Press
and Honorable Mention to

also Smoot! place
1958

In

1950

in FulSuccessor of various weekly papers
in lett
ton, the first of which was founded
timbeertottons. chime., of address.
mall
all
ltddrets
485 Tolton. traetselcr
Forma 1579 to Post Offlee Roe

Published Every Thursday of The Yew
Aseoetation
A member of the Kentucky Press
Ken
Fulton,
at
paid
Seeond - class postage
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corky and at additional mailing
Subscription Rates: $300 rar year In Fulton
Hickmsn. Graves Counties, Ky., and Minn ana
Weakley Counties Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4 00 per year.
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mother. Every learner must be a wiser and better Christian than his instructor,
A third way to grow is to keep
rekindling the grace of God within us.
Timothy was urged to "fan into a
flame" thr, gifts cziv'm in ordination.
"Advt-ntages arn fn'-t1 to be used, not
to recline." The
"laying on of hands" was a symbol
the nrayers of blessing are being
nr,ken for the one upon whom the
hands rest. The blessings sought must
eome from God, not from the human
being who offers the prayer.
We must practice faith. Christians today, as always, have their
stalking fears. The only antidote for
these fears is shining, steadfast confidence in God. When we have "the will
to believe" God imparts° this secret
confidence.
The lesson title could be misleading. May it not suggest to any one that
by mature faith we mean a calm and
unconcerned faith? We have too
much of that already. Nor do we want
a fanatical faith, like a brush fire that
flares up, burns brightly and then dies
down leaving only a charred earth.
A mature faith is one which is
sure of God's saving grace in Jesus
Christ our Lord. That is central and
will not and cannot be changed. Starting with that central fact that the
Christian must use the means of
growth our religion provides. It is
through the Bible that we learn saving truths to be found no other place.
Tt is an exhaustible mine of spiritual
treasure.
If we let God speak to us in His
Word we have the untold blessing of
guidance. It is no idle speech the writer of Proverbs gives when he says
that if we acknowledge God in all
ways He will direct our paths.
Another asset is prayer. How often we deprive ourselves of the blessing because we neglect this great privilege, for it releases the very power
of God in our lives. In this fellowship
we can truly thank God for our trials,
our difficulties and adversities, and
find comfort and strength in the refining experience of God in our lives.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

McFeatters

"Hope I didn't interrupt your vacation when
your replacement took sick!"
1
s',!!!:Insnostastitaggsativisiticrilnitmostiiistamintottunitivolostigoistimsotarmimatir

FROM THE FILM --

Turning Back The Clock--

way south to Mobile and then
back to Memphis.
The newspapers reported that
south of Shiloh a group of Union
officers met under a flag of truce
with some Confederate officers to
discuss such matters as, prisonerexchange. One of the Union men
complained of the "terrible condition of the roads."
"Yes," said Lt. Harris, a Confederate. "And if you come South
you will have to travel the roads
twice . . down and back!"
Fort Pulaski, built by Robert E.
Lee to guard Savannah, and deemed "impregnable," was captured
by the Union on April 11, 1862. To
help the readers of this column
understand some of the conditions
of life during those times of a
hundred years ago, here is a list
of the supplies which were captured in Ft. Pulaski:
45,000 lbs. powder.
180 .ounds of shot and shell for
each cannon.
20,000 rounds of musket and
rifle cartridges.
128 barrels of "Mess Beef".
170 barrels of "Mess Pork".
700 barrels of flour and hard
bread (hardtack).
60 tierces of rice.
3,000 pounds coffee.
7,000 pounds sugar.

7 barrels vinegar.
660 pounds candles.
800 pounds soap.
35 bushels of dried apples.
2,000 gal molasses.
5 barrels whiskey.
5 bushels of salt.
You wily' note only 5 bushels
of salt were captured. This points
up the growing scaricity of salt in
the Confederacy. The Richmond
EXAMINER reported that at the
Virginia Salt works near Marion,
Va., the water was so salty that
only 75 gal, need be boiled away
to get one bushel of salt. At Clark
County Springs in Alabama it took
150 gallons, and at Grand River in
Arkansas 80 gallons. The Virginia
Salt Works weer so important to
the Ciinfederacy that several
Union raids weer planned to destroy the works. However, it was
not until .the last months of the
war that the North was successful.
One of the charges against
Grant after the capture of Ft.
Donaldson was that he allowed a
civilian friend to dispose of the
captured stores for personal profits. The papersof the time were
filled with the account but evidently whatever was stolen from
the stores was without Grant's
knowledge.
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You'll Say they're delicious!

I
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street
May 15. 1942
Jimmie Lewis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. O. Lewis of Fulton, was
named as a member of the track
team at the University of Kentucky. He has recently won first
place in 'the 440 yard run in a
meeting held at Lexington with
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute.

Reed, Jack Moore, Dick Meacharn,
William Cannon, Johnny Sharpe,
Leo Barron.
A survey of the records show
that 15,891 persons registered- in
Fulton county for the sugar rationing. Of this number 4.181 were
ii the city of Fulton,. and 9,725 for
the city of Hickman. The Ration
Board of Fulton county has officers at the Atkins Insurance
Company on Lake Street.

Lewis Van Heney, son of Mr.
and Mrs. F. M. Haney of Fulton,
is a member of the U. S. Army
Band, stationed at Washington,
D. C.

Call Us To Save
Money On Rep;:ira
A satisfied customer Is our
best testimonial. That is
why we Ktve you fast, er:c1rnt, technical service and
Ion rates on TV repair. 12
adds-up to saving you
money!

Mrs. Jean Moon, president of the
Fulton Woman's Club, attended a
three-day convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs at Lexington. While in Lexington, she and her son, Jimmy,
were the guests of her sister, Mrs.
J. M. Thomas.

H. L. Hardy, Jr. was installed
for the third year as president of
the Baptist Student Union at the
Murray Baptist Church Sunday.
This was quite an honor for the
young Fultonian, as he is the only
r.;• ,n record to hold that position
III:.e '• --essivl years.

Member of the Junior and Senior classes of the South
high school left Monday night v!
train for St. Louis for a vacation
trip.
Those making the trip were:
Mrs. Malcolm Smith. nicr soons-,r; Mrs. Jess Ha3mcs, Junicr
sponsor and Mr. I' yncz; Miss
Mary 13. Jones, all teachers; LouBrum.,Ptr
ise Nanney, 1"
Earl Midyett, Reba Jean Brown,
E.Thra Jane Jolley, Imogene Pickle,
Trarriett Lynn Bowen, Marjory
Westbrook, Nell Sizzle, Ruth Sllen
Valentine, Marjory Kimbell, Dorotl y /gamey, Dolores Caldwell,
Bowen, Elaine
Eleanor Jane
Vruighan, Lillian Qualls, Rebecca
Fill, Betty rue Fry, Dorothy
Powell, Juanita Ferguson, Jane
r-ose. Ruby Love Kilgore, Sara
Nell Kindred, Louise Rrevrington,
Amelia Day,. Mrs. Merritt Milner.
Mary Virginia Milner, Cavite
Caldwell, Louise Allen.
John McConnell, R. A. Jones,
Billy Stem, Joe Harris, George
Finch. Scott Ross, William Vowell,
Guy Brooks, Earl Forsee, Jr.
Royce Lee Dyer, Ralph McNatt,
Paul Harwood, Thomas Pickle,
Charles Dixon, Russell St. John,
Joe Stephens, Austin Conner and
J. E. Rose, Illinois Central passenger agent.

13,-ndlos of Fulton has cornted Hs training at the Naval
Reserve Midshipman's Academy.
Annapolis, Md. He began his
course last January 9, and has
been commissioned as an ens!7:1
the U. S., Navy. '
r'

Ernest Fall, Jr., was elected as
president of the Lion Club at cl 'regular meeting last Friday night.
The following officers were named to take offices at tie --one
time: Frank Beadles, R. E. Sant,
ford and Hat' ld Thoma3.
second and third vice-presidents:
R. V. Putnam, s .retary; James
Warren, Lion Tamer; Enoch `fiir-r, Tpi Tivi7ter. Two new directors v. _re chozen:
Cr ' Dr. J. L. Jones; Aarca
Butts and Bill Brownin_:,
over; and Forrest Riddle, as retiring president, automatically
goes on the board for the following year.
The Fulton High School track
team will go to the State Track
Meet at Lexington Friday and
Saturday. Eight boys of the local
school will participate: Hots McClellan, Layne Spence, Billie
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your Telephone

Manager

MOTHER'S DAY is just around the corner, and here's a
last minute suggestion . . . wouldn't an extension phone
be a nice way to remember Morn? Extension phones—
like the pretty princess—put calls at her fingertips in the
bedroom, kitchen, den or basement playroom. When the
call's for her, she just reaches for the nearest extension
and saves time and steps! Just call our business office, or
ask any telephone serviceman about the variety of colors
and surprisingly low cost.
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100 Years Ago This Week
Art Illgtorleal re•lerr of Till CIVIL WAR VAT-RV-DAY
,Maierial Ii free. publication of exactly on• h•ncirttd year, agog original
wording from reference. in the Library of Contra... Washington. Reporting
` In the Papers as. snail, very ea•-0111edi era motet to be fair In CO•STILIS and
preaerye a tulle...al balance . • • HD/.
RV

WILLIAM

W. Ille181111138

Second week in May, 1862
The Confederacy had passed a
conscription law, but the Richmond ENQUIRER reported that
there was some "secrecy" about
the law. The same paper reported
that guerillas, a new type of
fighting force, were being organized. Said the ENQUIRER:
"These Guerrilla Companies consist always of daring and determined men, genuine bloods, and
dissatisfied wall an unproductive
security . . . they will keep the
enemy in a continual state of
alarm. They will roam at will behind the enemy lines . . . every
man a hero." (This band producted such men as Mosby)
The South was having trouble
with its money. Confederate paper
money had been printed by engravers . . . and the bills had
been easy to counterfeit. The
value of the paper money fell
rapidly until by May of 1882 a
Confederate dollar would buy
only about a tenth as much as
would a U. S. dollar. The Richmond papers reported that the
banks, and even Aire business
firms, of Richmond had issued
Paper money of their own. These
paper bills were called "shin-

plasters" and were much used as
means of exchange. By May of
1862, the same papers reported:
'Order against shinplasters. They
must be redeemed. Court orders
judgements aaginst various shinplaster men, none of whom defended themselves."
The EXAMINER also reported
various "postoffice frauds" in the
newly formed Confederate mail
service. In the south at that time
the government had not taken
over the railroads as had the Fede-al government in the north. As
a result, individual railroad men
were not closely supervised. They
boosted rates, took bribes for
moving personal freight, and said
the EXAMINER, committed such
frauds as "charging 25c for carrying a letter from Nashville to
Corinth."
Other railroad troubles bothered the Confederacy. Within two
weeks after the Battle of Shiloh,
General Sherman with 2,000 soldiers and the gunboats Lexington
and Tyler went up the Tennessee
River as far as Bear Creek, Alabama, and destroyed a long
stretch of the Memphis and Charleston Railroad. It was now necessary for a traveler from Richmond to Memphis to travel all the

• • • •
COME TO THE FAIR! And I'm talking about the Century 21 Exposition in Seattle, April 21 to Oct. 21. 1962.
This international show, set in some of America's most
spettacular scenery, is the first world's fair held in this
country since 1939, and is expected to draw tourists frcm
all parts of the world. If a trip to the Exposition is in your
vacation schedule, we'd like to invite you to see the Bell
System's exhibit. In keeping with the Fair's theme—a preview of the world of tomorrow—the Bell exhibit will show
modern communications equipment and a glimpse of
what's ahead for telephone users.
• • • •
WE GET a lot of strange requests, and one of the most
unusual is the one from the woman who called the operator and said, "Will you please ring my telephone? My
dog is outside and won't come in. He comes running when
he hears the telephone." Ten rings later, she reported back.
"Thanks a lot," she said, with the barking of a dog in the
background. "He's in now." And that's just one of the
many requests we answer every day. Customers sometimes ask us what they should
use to clean their telephones. The answer:
a damp cloth is all that's needed to keep the
phone clean and shining! Soap-and-water
treatment is risky since the water may get
into the set and put working parts out of
order.
A LONG DISTANCE CALL IS the
beat thing to being there in

next

person . . so keep in touch the
easy, personal way . . . by Long
liktance. Call often!
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Cotton Allotment
Is Transferable,
Bard Announces
Roy Bard, Chairman of the
Fulton ASC County Committee,
states that the Fulton County
ASCS Office has received official
notice that the 1982 Cotton Allotment that cannot be timely planted or replanted on a farm because of natural disaster may be
transferred to another farm, so
long as, one or more of the producers on the farm from which
the allotment is transferred will
be interested in the production of
cotton for 1962 on the farm to
which the cotton is being transferred and will share in the proceeds thereof.
Mr. Bard urged any farmer in

Fulton County, who could qualify
under the above and who could
secure land on another farm
where the acreage could be planted, to please come to the County
Office and make application at an
early date.

Teen-Agers Warned
Against Smoking
Madison, Wis.—A physician has
warned teen-agers, "If you smoke
in high school, you won't be able
to quit."
Dr. Robert J. • Samp, medical
consultant for the American Cancer Society, speaking to about 100
junior and senior high - school
students, said students who smoke
"are hooked, hook& like all the
dumb adults who smoke."
Home News In The News

$3.25 Bu.
$3.25 Bu.
$3.25 Bu.
$5.00 Bo.
$4.60 Bu.

CERTIFIED U. T. RECOMMENDED VARIETIES
EMPIRE
REX
DIXIE KING
DELTA PINE SMOOTH LEAF
DELTAPINE 15
STONEVILLE 7

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

S. Fulton

501 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE

The contest is open to all local
high school girls in the Fulton
and South Fulton area. David
Pirtle is chairman of the Beauty
Revue Committee. Any girl wishing to enter the Beauty Revue,
contact Harold Henderson. Last
year's winners were Betty Powell
Nancy Dame, and Sharrye Johnson. The public is invited.

The Panama Limited, queen of
the Illinois Central Railroad passenger fleet, marked its 20th anniversary as a streamline train
May 3,-1962. puring its 20 years
of operation between Chicago and
New Orleans the Panama has
traveled 14.500,000 miles and carried 1,533,000 pessengers. It is one
of three all - Pullman trains remaining in the United States.
The two sets of Panama equipment which were introduced in
1942 represented an investment of
$3,835,000. Since that time many
new roomtype sleeping cars and
twin-unit diners as well as new
diesel locomotives have been added. The Panama Limited was the
first train to wear the hmiliar
orange-brown-yellow color .combination which now symbolizes
Illinois Central passenger service.

COTTON SEED

V7
.
2

The fourth annual Miss Jaycee
Beauty Pageant will be held Friday night, June 1, at 7:30 p. m.,
at the Fulton High School gym.
The three top winners will receive a trip to the Mid-South
Fair in Memphis. There will be
approximately 50 girls participating in the pageant and each contestant is sponsored by a local
business firm.
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WFUL Is Radio Active

50
6.70-15
PLUS TAX AND
RETREADABLE
TIRE
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"NEVI TRUE"
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Don't throw away good tire carcasses. Add to your tire mileage by letting us put BFG
"New Treads" on your worn tires. Get new stopping power — Added safety —Sk'dreNisrant tread design. Come in soon and let us judge hether it's wise to retread your
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A. Dumas. principal of Rosenwald High School, South Fulton,
Tennessee, has accepted the position of principal at West End
High School, Fayetteville, Tennessee. West End High is comprised
of grades 7 through 12, 'A' rated,
and has an enrollment of more
than three hundred pupils.
Professor Dumas first came to
Fulton in 1932 as Junior High
School teacher under the late
Prof. J. J. Bills. He resigned in
1935 to become principal of Milton School, Fulton. Ky. During
his administration Milton was
elevated to the 10th grade level.
In 1942 Dumas resigned at Milton and became Field Scout Executive of the Blue Grass Council,

Philip L. Swift, Kentucky commissioner of
aeronautics and
chairman of the Kentucky Airport
Zoning Commission, has announced that the zoning plat submitted
by the Fulton Airport Board for
the zoning of Fulton Municipal
Airport at Fulton has been accepted by the Commission.
Swift explained that zoning of
an au port involves the designation of an area above and adjacent to the runway as protected air
space and banning erection of
structures above a certain height
which would penetrate into the
air space. The height permitted
varies at different airports and
also depends on the distance of
the structure from the landing
strip.
"The zoning of an airpozt is not
only for the obvious, reasons- of
safety," Swift c'said, "but also' as
a protection of the Communiyt's
investment in the airport." Swift
added that nine other Kentucky
airports were zoned in the recent
board action."We hope to have all
municipual airports in Kentucky
zoned by June 1, 1962," he said.

Change of Time
Brings Crowds To
South Fulton Church
The South Fulton
Baptist
Church moved up the time of the
night servicel this past Sunday
and experienced one of the best
attended worship services of the
year. The new meeting time for
Baptist Training Union is 5:00
p. m. and the worship hour follows at 6:00 p. m. Gerald Richardson, Director of the Training
Union, said the early meeting
time will be an aid to the continued growth of the church.
The church has made the early
time a part of the regular schedule. There are three worship
services each Sunday at 8:30 a. m.,
10:55 a. m., and 8:00 p. m. The
Sunday School meets at 9:45 a. m.
The public is invited to attend
all the services.
ANNUAL ARRIVES
The 1962 Gr-r-rowl; dedicated
to Mrs. Lois Haws, arrived on
April 3, 1962.
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ITS A BOY!

A Lesson To Myself

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
By Danny Carver
boy, Apri,
Boy Scouts of America, with head- I dropped my book in a stream. Moorehead a 6 lb. 8 oz
quarters in Lexington, Kentucky.
and the words flowed to the sea. 20. at 5 A. M., at the Sherman
Mrs
There he remained until he joined Nature drew them into a cloud, Hospital in Elgin,
the United States Air Force. After
and the words, as rain, fell on Moorehead is the former Gayle
two years of military service, he
Hayes of Fulton.
me.
returned to professional scouting
as Field Scout Executive of the
Egyptian Council, Herrin, Ill.
The school-room appeal again
won the decision of Dumas in 1947
and, leaving an outstanding record
in scouting, he returned to Fultun
as principal of Rosenwald School
which vas then an elementary
school. During Dumas' administration Rosenwald was elevated to
an approved senior high school.
Modern well-equipped Home Economics, Science, and Industrial
Arts Departments were added.
Prof. and Mrs. Dumas were'reelected but declined their present
positions. Mrs. Dumas has been
offered a position at Fayetteville
I '111
I.
V
also.
The Dumases are well-known
13I
this community,
residents of
highly respected by the leading
citizens of both races. They will
move to Fayetteville, Tennessee
prior to the next school term.
EARLY AMERICAN MILK GLASS
Though the opportunities and advantages in the new field seem far
greater for them, they have made
It known that it 'is with mixed
emotions that they leave the many
white and colored friends they
$133
Special
have made during their long residence in this community.
Purchase

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

YOUR V STORE

-

LAMP

REG.

Another High Honor
To Ophelia Speight

$2.00

Drip-Dry Cotton—Tailored by Greencraft
#11P

Frances Ophelia Speight, stydent from Fulton, will be honored
today (May 10) by the University
of Kentucky for 'distinguished
academic achievement.
• The salute came at the University's annual Honors Day ceremonies in Memorial Hal; where
223 students from nine UK colleges and four off-campus centers
where formally recognized for
having won ranking in the top
three per cent Of their respective
colleges.
Miss Speight, daughter of Jack
Speight, 303 Fourth Street, Fulton, is a freshman in the UK College of Education. She was graduated from Fulton High School.

Ladies' Waltz Gowns
& Capri P.J.'s

. 77 sAsst.s

$

...
..

Fabricsi..,

t
..

ix.

COMPARE $2.49
i

CERTIFIED BRAND ASPIRIN

11,4
,

5 GRAIN U.S.P APPROVED
BOTTLE
OF

This Chain Saw is

100

mu

SUPER VALUE
1

TOPS

Compact, perfectly balanced;
easy to carry, easy to use on
farm, campsite, ranch or woodlot!

MOM A QUEEN

t,itAK E

PEARL NECKLACES
YOUR CHOICE
2 - 3 and 4 Row
ire i ,
Lustre or
'.41 j
Fresh Water

9

-

Pearls

ea.

Special Purchase

WOOD CANISTER SET
New

Style Tapered Blonde Wood Set

HOMELITE

C

As Low As $3 45
Weekly after small
down payment.

410, f

4

/

.
l .-..

REG. $3.98

Flout Sugar, Cof‘ee a,d Ti

TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

44

GOLDEN
WHEAT
,,, ; PATTERN
-

BURNETTE
Fourth St.

HI-HONOR

,6 F4 1st

SEAMLESS NYLONS

SPRING L SEED
AND PLANTING NEEDS

tire. Hurry while this offer lasts!

Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed

Quality

Pair

,

OUTSTANDING VALUE

All Kinds of Ferry Morse flower and garden Seed
B.F.GoodrIch 'quality On yew
,)less than $10.00 per wheal.

fra

ow for

New, high grade 'Wet (treed) Ró
ber," applied to sound carcasses.
Extra strong, tough treads, assure
many thousands of safe, extra WIN
at amazing by east.

Manufactured with latest BFG factory
•— ' controlled and expert retreading
methods.

0
O

New tire appearance ... In black, or
streamline white sidewalls.

Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer for tobacco
Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
gardens and trees
NEW PRICE ON BIG CROP FERTILIZER
6- 12 - 12 __ $48.00 TON

MIN

CERAMIC SALAD BOWL
Beautiful Decorated China,
Salad or Vegetable Bowl.

.

.

4

17{
,

.

7..
SIZE

6

/
6
ea.

4 FOR 99c

Better value then many new 'targets
price" tires on the market today.

let
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Professor Dumas With Deep Regret
Community Views Resignation Of

State Board
Accepts City's
Panama Limited Airport Zoning
Marks 20 Years
Of IC Service

SOYBEAN SEED
HOOD
CLARK
OGDON
CERTIFIED KENT
BLACK WILSON

Miss Jaycee To
Be Selected On
Friday, June 1st

Fertilizer with insect poison (Aldrin) for your
TOBACCO kills wire worms, cutworms, etc.
WE ALSO HAVE Chlordane and Aldrin and ALL
KINDS OF DUSTS for bugs, ants, lice, blight, blue
mold, etc.

BUDGET TERMS
AS LOW AS

NOW is the time to sow your ammonium
nitrate on your crop land.

*125 A weEK1

New shipment of POTASH on hand.

Charles Scates Store
MARTIN, TENN.

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 404

PHONE 389

LADIES' SOFT-TOUCH MARSHMALLOW

UMMER PURSES
gsSt y les,
t
E ssle
.INBe w

( ,

Brass Frames
;nd rde Bottom
s.

SPECIAL VALUE

Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed Tomato Plants, Onion Sets

itClutts-114,Sors
East State Use

Phone 202 - 602

88

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c Store

I

Around and About
Our Town
73, Ruby Noisier
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FHS Literature Sources Say Commissioners Grooming
Older Scouts Prove Themselves Real Students Present Tripp To Succeed Baxter As Manager
Explorers In Busy April _Schedule Original Program
The appointment
of Nelson
Tripp .as acting city manager to
fulfill the duties of the office
when R. B. Baxter is away from
the city waS made at a called
meeting of the City Commission
last Friday night. A source close
to City Hall told the New that
the move can be construed as an
attempt to groom Mr. Tripp to fill
the position at the expiration of
Mr. Baxter's trial six-month period of employment as city manager. Mr. Baxter is paid $500 a
month.
Commissioner Bill Rice and
Bob McCain who signed the official call to the meeting advised
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer that the
meeting waspecessary to transact
routine business. Mayor DeMyer
did not attend the meeting, nor
did he sign the official call, stating that he thought all business
transacted at the Friday night
meeting could have been attended
to at the regular meeting. The
regular meeting' was postponed
from May 7 to May 14, since Mr.
Baxter would be away from the
city. Mr. Baxter is reportedly due
back in Fulton on May 15, the
day after the postponed meeting.
Clarence Moline, serving as
mayor pro tem, presided at the
meeting. Commissioners are paid
extra for a called meeting.
It is a known fact among
sources close to the City Commis-

The month of April was indeed day night and visited the radio
"From The FIIS Kennel"
a busy month for the boys of Ex- shack.
The Drama and Literature Deplorer Post 43. Of the four weekThe third' and final trip of the partment of the Fulton Woman's
ends in the month, the past made month was to the annual Scout- Club met Tuesday, April 16, at
a trip every weekend except Eas- 0-Rama held at Paducah. Ken- the club home. Mrs. Robert Batts,
ter weekend.
tucky. This jaunt was made on program leader, presented a most
The first trip was a three and a Saturday and Sunday, April 29 unusual and original pregram by
half day visit to Shiloh National and 30. The Fulton Explorer Post Mrs. Charles Burrow and a group
Park near Corinth. Mississippi. was well represented by fourteen of her literature students of FulThis was made during the KEA boys and three leaders, The ex- ton High School.
The students gave samples of
vacation. The occasion was the,. plorers of teh whole Four Rivers
We extend a hearty welcome to onehzindredth anniversary of the Council had their booths along their work in literature .1„,his year.
Jimrny Wright showed sketches
Tr, Mortiz - of Halls. Tennessee, Battle of Shiloh which was fought one aisle, each post having a project representing one of the six he had _done; one in crayon of
;ho comes .to us :is our manager.
hir. best wishes to he and all the States. The battle was fought on areas of Exploring. These are MacbeWand Lady Macbeth; a pen
tilers who'are connected with the April 6 and 7, 1862. The anniver- Personal Fitness, Service, Voca- and ink of "The Old Man"; a pen.cal transfer of the electric fa- sary celebration was highlighted tional, Social. Outdoor, and Citi- cil sketch of the "The Three
, by approximately six thousand zenship. The Fulotn Explorer Post Witches" and a pen and wash of
Congratulations to Dr. Art Rudd, Bost •Scouts and Explorers who had the social topic as its project. Lady MacDuff. He also showed a
•ho celebrated his nineth birth- were there to, walk the Shiloh The booth emphasized dancing, linoleum print.
Danny Carver showed his illuTrai 1.
The popular music, and other social
on Sunday April the 29th. Commemoration
lany happy returns of the day twenty-three Fulton post mem- aspects. The boys pitched their stration of the witch scene in
bers and two leaders walked three tents outside the Burley Mart Macbeth, a scene of the death of
Jr. Rudd,
Bro. Jerrell Aldridge .spent the' of the six offered trails and re- where the event was held. The MacDuff's son, and a sketch of
whole Scout-O-Rama was a huge Macbeth. He also showed two
•eekend in Fulton and preached . ceived the thik awards.
t the Smith St. Church of Christ ! The second trip was a visit to success and the Fulton booth re- unique pictures ddhe 'with egg
shells.
the Naval Air Station at Milling- ceived a blue ribbon rating.
lunday night. Kay Morris displayed dolls that
All three trips for April were
My sister. Mrs. Ethel Hay Of ton, Tennessee. This was a two- Tnion City very quitely celebrated day trip on Saturday and Sunday, well attended and extremely en- she had made of the three witches
ler 79th birthday, April 26.' She April 14 and 15. The fifteen boys joyed -by all. Several other pro- of Macbeth and read a theme call•.nd I wish to thank Gene Gardner and two leaders making the trip jects and trips are in the plan- ed "Button, Button".
Barry Roper and Lynn Williamor the beautiful song and the nice arrived on Friday and stayed on ning stages for the future.
son read one cot their "Tall Tales"
hings he said to her. She received the upper floor of one of the barthemes. Barry's theme was ennumber of cards and gifts. Mr. racks. The meals were eaten in
titled "The Strange Journey" arid
ind Mrs. Ed May and Mrs. Vir- the mess halls with the rest of the
Lynn's, "A Trip on the B-B-B".
inia Hay of Pierce vitited her, officers and men. The boys were
Carolinda Hales read four poems
'so Mrs. Martha Boulton. I rode conducted on a complete tour of
she had composed entitled "A
the base, including the central
ver with her and carried my
Gypsy Soul", "Maybe", "Drifting
a beautiful vase of flowers. I tower, the hangers, the aviation
Through," and "Reflection."
•ad to stay in the car. She is a schools, cafeterias, gym, swim"From The FHS Kennet"
Lynn Williamson concluded the
hut-in, but did get to the window ming pool, supply depots, the barBy LINDA YVHITNEL
program by describing the setting
racks, and the flight line. The
.nd speak to me.
Being a senior is exciting!-The at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, on
The long looked for day came boys also went to the show Saturfun of publishing an annual, the the occasion of the dedication of
Cir Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
From the VHS "Kennel"
honor of sitting on the left in the cemetery there. He followed
nd Mrs.-Eddie Nall, when they
On April 30 the election of
study hall during assemblies, the by reciting the "Gettysburg adnoved idto their new home last
joy we felt when we received our dress" as delivered by Abraham class officers for the coming year
Vednesday. Mr. and. Mrs. Louis
was held. Barry Roper is the
senior pictures. the fun it was Lincoln on that occasion.
lolly hacrthem over for dinner on
president of the senior Class of
when we were asked to run erhat day. We are so hapPy Mrs.
1963. Duane McAlister is the
rands for one of the teachers. All
;all is home from the hospital
junior class president and Terry
Wheat growers who have re- these things have had their place
.nd can enjoy the new home.
Willingham is the sophomore
Congratulatioht to Mr.-and Mrs. ceived notices 'of excess Wheat in making the senior year seem
president. Wayne Lohaus will be
Pack Speight and to their daugh- acreage have until May 20, 1962 some seniorish.
the freshman president.
Even though the last year in
-r, Miss Ophelia Speight, who has to dispose of the acreage in acOther officers in the senior
-ecently been presented at the cordance with program provisions, high school has this pleasant side
class will be Douglas McAlister,
\nnual "Stars in the Night" Narvel Seals, Chairman, Obion there is much more to it than
vice-president, Pam Homra, seconor program at the University County Agricultural Stabilization merely having certain privileges.
retary -treasurer,Stanley Jetferess,
and Conservation Committee, has Many more things must be conbusiness
manager, and public reannounced. If this is not done, the sidered. A senior has to be able
Cottage', lodge and dining room
excess wheat will ,pe subject to to accept responsibilities, he must accommodations in
Kentucky's lations officers, Kenneth Allen
and
Mary
Bondurant,
marketing quota penalties, for set a good example for the other State parks will be opened May
1962, are much larger than in students at ?HS, and at the same 15, Parks Commissioner Edward
Curtis Hancock is to be the
former years.
time he must keep his class work V. Fox has announced.
junior vice-president, and Sally
The Chairman stressed the fact up to par. There are many reCottages will be available at Hall will be the secretary-treathat many more wheat growers sponsibilities involved in being an Cherokee, Pennyrile, Audubon, surer. The business manager will
Will be subject to marketing quot- officer in a club and this honor General Butler, Natural Bridge, be Teddy Barclay and Ward Busas this year. This is caused by a is usually given to seniors. Plan- Pine Mountain and Carter Caves hart and Judy Hoodenpyle will be
change in the law which eliminat- ning programs, taking minutes, State Parks. Lodges and dining in charge of public relations.
The office of vice president of
ed the 15-acre marketing quota and keeping accurate books are rooms will be opened at Pine
exemption for the 1962 wheat just a few of the requirements Mountain, Pennyrile and Natural the sophomore class went to Sally
Pirtle.
crop.
of an officer. We seniors also have Bridge State Parks. General ButDon Reed is to be the secresponsibilities toward the Kennel ler State Park has a dining room retary - treasurer. and
Phyllis
of Kentucky.
Crocker
staff, the teachers, and ourselves. that will also open on that May
the business manager.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Lewis of
Sandra
Being a senior means acting date.
Cash and Chuck PawlukieLexington, Kentucky were the like a senior. A
senior is expected
Four state parks — Kentucky wicz will be the public relations
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and to possess and
officers.
display the very Dam Village, Kentucky Lake,
Mrs. 0. K. Gurley and Jimmy.
Next year's freshman class will
highest of ideals. He is now old Cumberland Falls and Lake CumMy last week and Sunday visit- enough to make most,
if not all, of berland—remain open year-round have Rodney Foster as its viceors were Mrs. Virginia Hay of his decisions
and thus must think offering cottage, lodge and dining president. Mary E. Mitchell will
Pierce; Mrs. R. Elam, Mrs. Louis wisely before
making hasty ones. room facilities 'The boat dock and act as secretary-treasurer, and
Sensng, Mrs. Jerald Underwood. Of course the
high ideals" are sup- vacation cottages are available Sara Jane Poe will be the business
Mrs. Martha Poulton and Glenda. posed to be
exhibited by all stu- year-round at Jenny Wiley State manager. Steve French and CarMrs. Leonard Hagan and Mrs. L. J. dents but a
ole Pigue will be in charge of
little more should be Park.
Clements visited in the afternoon. expected of a
senior. These good( In addition to these facilities, public relations.
Mrs. Hagan and Mrs. Clements examples should
not be put away six new lodges and two new lodge
also visited Mrs. C. C. Croft Sun- when we walk out
of the high additions are under construction
OPEN 8:45 — PHONE 12
day afternoon.
school building. At basketball, and will be finished during the
We are glad little Ronnie baseball, and football
games it is vacation season this year. AddiBrockwell is home from the Jones the senior's
responsibility to set tions are at Pennyrile and Pine
Hospital and is doing nicely.
the standards of behavior for all Mountain State Parks, while new
Talked with Mr. and Mrs. other students to
follow.
lodges are being built at Rough
George Winter Saturday afterThe third and last responsibility River, Carter Caves, Jenny Wiley,
They
noon.
were doing very well. of a senior is to keep up
his class- Lake Cumberland, Kentucky Dam
We are so happy that Mrs. John work inspite of all other
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
distrac- Village and General Butler State
Binkley was able to drive her car tions. This is perhaps
DOUBLE FEATURE
the hardest Parks,
church
such
to
last Sunday. It is
one of the three to do.
Tent camping areas and muBinkley,
With
Mrs.
a joy to talk
TOMMY
PETE
seums and shrines are already
BARBARA
she is such a cheerful person. She
NOONAN • MARSHALL• EDEN
open for the season.
informed me she was working out
A cheery good morning to
,veryone.
We wish to express our thanks
the wonderful and efficient
erviee the Kentucky Utilities has
throughout the years
Iveil
US
one by. It is with seiddness that
e see our workmen and citizens
-ave our city. We wish them
loch success .in their new en-

Senior Life Is
Exciting & Fun

Roper Chosen As'
Senior President

Wheat Growers
Have To May 20
To Limit Acreage

State Parks
Facilities Open
On May 15th

Sun-Proof

HOUSE PAINT?

Fulton Paint
& Glass Co.
Phone 909
Commercial Ave.
PITTSBURGH PAINTS
g
• op that itZ5=1.1 ,00k lon,

in the yard today.
In a note to Mrs. Binkley, Mrs.
Lena Hutcherson said she was
slowly improving .and could get
out in the yard just a little. I am
sure her many friends will be glad
to hear this.
The members of Mrs. Binkley's
Sunday school class were glad to
welcome Miss Maud Morris, who
has been visitng in Louisville for
some time. We welcome you home,
Miss Maud.
See you next week.

4WALKER

REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

TEN 1-IIGH!
HIRAM WALKER & SONS. INC., PEORIA. ILL • 86 PROOF

Gantt Will Speak
At Carr Graduation

Mr. Wilson Gantt, former Fulton principal, will be the commencement speaker at the annual
Eighth Grade graduation at Carr
auditorium at 7:30 p. m. on Wednesday, May 23.
Mr. Gantt. who i director of
training at College High at Murray, Kentucky, will have as his
subject, "I Dare You."
The American i..egion medals
will also be awarded to the outstanding boy and girl in the eighth
grade class by the Commander of
Marshall Alexander Post No. 72.

Charlie Scales
B-F GOODRICH STORE
112 Lake St.
Pbone

From the MS "Kennel"

There have been a few changes
in the schedule for next year.
Physical science will take the
place of general science. It will
be offered the 4th period and
chemistry will be moved to 3rd
period. General science will be
discontinued because there is a
strong general science course in
Junior High. Mr. Bobby Snider
will teach physical science.

Speech and reading will be offered the 4th period under the
direction of Mrs. Haws. Each subject has been made a half year
course. These subjects will be offered to the juniors and seniors,
but if there is an opening a sophomore may take them.
There will be two classes of
advanced algebra. One class will
be held the first period and will
be taught all year. The other
class will be held diking second
period and will be taught for one
semester. Mr. Babb
ill teach
both classes.
Because of the large class of
seniors there will be two different sections of English. One class
will meet first hour and the other
sixth hour. Mrs. Burrow will
teach these classes.
Mr. Bill Robertson. on leave this
year, will be back next fall to
teach mechanical drawing and
the other shop courses.
There will be no athletic activities held on school nights except
those that have already been contracted.

Ati
.
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$1.00 CARLOAD $1.00
FRI - SAT. MAY lI-12
Double Feature

"NORTH TO
ALASKA"
John Wayne - In Color
—ALSO—

"MISTY
IN COLOR
Sun-Mon-Tue. May 13-14-15
RECOMMENDED FOR
Mature Minded Only!

"SPLENDOR IN
THE GRASS"
Natalie ,Wood - Color
oolonte

Wed-Thur. May 16 - 17
Special Dbuble Feature

"Hey Let's Twist
—AND—

"Mr. Rock ik• Roll"
Plus Extra
Thur. - May 17

AND WIN

You choose the door...

WOMANINNT

infor:o Alsoc ,7
,!!:ters int '

SUNDAY & MONDAY
RECOMMENDED ADULTS
ONLY

we'll supply the key

Jun mix it with Kraft Sandwich
Spread! Special perky relishes in •
creamy, Testy dredging. Greet on
bead lettuce, too. And it comes in a
bandy new wide-mouth jar/

KRAFT
UdWiCh gPtOad

Sinini lid 31110101
WS"001 ,
..n•

MIME VIM

Every year we help many families
finance their homes. We'd like to help
with yours. If anyone can tailor a homebuying plan to fit your income we can...
because we're home financing specialists. Come in ...let's talk it over.

Tielmicar*

PMFASOF A Phatthum so,

CO-FEATURE

AUDREY HEPBURN

a, amour

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF

rtmro1r.-

214 Main Street
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Enter Twist Contest

a

How to liven up
potato salad

joy
foil
Mo
Lot
the;
ton
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day
fort

1

So. Fulton - Martin Hwy.

$1.00 PER CARLOAD $1.00
Open 7 P. M. Showtime 7:30

Say "It's In The News"

DR

tediltgril
DRIVE-IN

—AND-

Prevents costly tire wear
Adds extra mileage
,
to yeer tires

• Caster and camber scientifically
reset to manufacturer's
specifications
• Correst toe-in and toe-out on
your car's front wheels
• Inspea and adjust steering for
added safety.

Fulton High Has
Various Changes
In '63 Schedule

Dr. Robert Peterson, now associated with the Fulton Hospital,
gave a very interesting program
on "The Effects of Alcohol and
Narcotics on the body" at an assembly period on April 12 at 1:30
p. m. He discussed the various
forms of drugs, how they may be
obtained, and their dangers to the
body. He especially emphasized
the effect of marijuana, which is
more commonly obtained in the
farm of cigarettes. He also gave
statisitcs on alcoholism and the
reasons which lead many people
to become alcoholics.
This program was carried out in
observance of Temperance Week,
which is set aside by the government each yeas.
May '-24—High School Commence Exercises, Carr Elementary
Gym. 8:00 p. m.

HATS OFF!
Hats off to Ted Whitfield and
Martin Mack, two Fort Campbell
fighters who captured Inter-Service boxing titles in their respective divisions! The boxers
have represented Fort Campbell
well and, win or lose in the coming CISM matches, deserve congratulations . . .

Wheel Alignment
By Experts

$6.95 COMPLETE

sion that sharp disagreements on
city policy prevails among the officials. Baxter has reportedly been
sharply opposed to Commissioner
Rice on occasions. It was the
strong coaltion between Commissioners Rice and McCain that
influenced the appointment of
Mr. Tripp to fill out the unexpired term of L. M. McBride as City
Commissioner.
The Commission has voted to
allow the city manager $35 a
month for car expense, plus eight
cents a mile on out-of-town trips
in the interests of the city.
Upon recommendation of James
Robey, finance specialist- with
the Department of Economic Development, the commission authorized the city manager to ask Morris A. Lee, who audits the city
books, and Mr. Robey to meet
here on May 15 to discuss the
change to the double-entry system.

Effects Of Alcohol
Discussed By Doctor

Fulton. Ky.

Ful
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ing on that pamphlet?" By the page 3
The Fulton News, Thursday, May 10, 1982
I asked the question I had
come to learn that they were
.
friendly, gracious
People and -44.-lawn of that wonderful home. farewell to Govi 'trier and Mrs.
The rain did bring havbe to the C'ornlas, because I just coul till beseemed real glad to x 't with us.
_
anntial barbetue at The Frirest, in gin to till them him grateful we
Said Mrs. Field: "Leslie Combs Anchorage, near Loui•% ille. Him- wer,• for
'
the Wiln(tcl Ill! InVitAliOn
is having an auction of yearlings dreds of
people wet i• gather, ,I to share th, Derby . xeiternent as
in July and he's nice enough to 'tht t•L! eating and ViSitill: Whl.n ti.. I' till II' hOliSt :',10 -t
I ',,, '11 See lile
give us a preview of the horscs tremendous down-pour curia- ti ceo ii5ey ip...,.i.
i , It it
he will auction. I'm just making a Sunday and all nf us ! at ;, ., I ,.\,, r, h a,
i,.. ,
note," said she. "rif what we ought, laugh when we na t .1 .1 . 1 • • er,-. ,
to bid. For that horse fa (Iescend- inottnit friends t.r. no il
• (ii.'
1‘
' •!'. ' ,,
ant of. Nashua) the bid will be ed to the'sk.n. I; ,t as
`)etween 575,000 and 5250,000.00" hay,. it, : :rd as c !oral
n :',
1 'inn.,111,c, '
'. t
1,1,th:,t did it_! to,t
!tor
I

Cm)

time

joy the occasion with some local
folks too. Sara and Ward Bushart,
Monira and Foad Homra and
Louise and Bob Binford were
there. Louis Cox, a Frankfort attorney told me a good story about
Bob at the William Mayses' Sunday morning breakfast in Frankfort.
•
Louis said that Bob walked up
to him and reminded him of their
college days and Louis said (facetiously) he told Bob it was impossible to say they were former
collerre mates. Said Louis: -'..‘That
i
III the pall,
fellow couldn't have been ms
SIF111,'
11h1
;t1.\
room-mate, he didn't have much
ter the pm,' t-. I asked ea' 'lit fel.
hair." (Louis Cox has even less
a mint
iust kl
hair than Bob, so they enjoyed
.at that 'nil.? ;
ic.
reminiscing and turning back the
,
omething
eut hUht. I
pages of time.)
grow,.
it
About noon we took off in a
mrermii.!,
la.dy;
•
four-car caravan for Louisville
see,e one time. and it didn't
and the Derby and the closer I got
cent..
the more excited I'became. I had •
been to Churchill-Downs once ber
ou r. party el ill it
fore, but believe me it's nothing
r t o work i•
tarry there for more than at. hoer
like being there on Derby Day.
I was still afraid those folks wer • th: s1.15 ail .'er I oil
Over a 100.000 people were there
txiing to talk newspaper t.
about Sane'.I'' I year
and reportedly it was the largesf
accti-lame i to
felt that if I had to tell them it
.
crowd ever to attend a Derby. I
takes us a week to put out (cern lie'd consider it. Wig, jot:, .
rubber-necked sti much looking
eight to twelve pages, when they fun.)
and gapping at all the sights I
put out millions of pages and
a.c. for s..t•itni' ,t'!
think Paul got right embarrassed.
The sun was beginning to
GOV,, AND MRS. BERT COMBS visit 600 East Broadway. It treats handicopies a day, I'd.just fall Mit cn
yam:ye read thr, it,, I k
I couldn't help it!
on
beautiful
that
Sunday
aft
,
my
"
face.
Ole Paul, he just sihnits
with a young patient at the Cerebral capped children from 11 Kentucky and
Aveie interested
m
The Welches' box was a few
around and enjoys talking with noon in that luvitly tree-studded- l' lie experience If
Palsy Treatment Center in Louisville. At Southern Indiana counties. This therapy
boxes removed from where we
forest
and
'it
meant
that
it
was
folks
about
industry, the Bluegrass
gotten this far, you wcron't inwere sitting so we all took turns
left Is James G. Metcalfe, Jr., chairman has helped young patients improve
adaptability to horse breeding. time for leave-taking to home I terested, so that
enough to attend school and some have
makes us e‘-en.
about sitting around with each
couldn't believe that so many
of the board of United Cerebral Palsy of even
and
keeps
giving
me a "poor
gone on to college, according to Rev.
other. You can imagine my delight
wonderful hours had been crowdthing"
No
Greater
glance
wonder
with
the Kentucky' Iperl •
a glint in his
Louisville, which operates the Roger G. Imhoff, executive director of
at going over to the Welch box
eye, thinking "Jo can't talk her ed into so short a • span of time, is the most fabulous (that's .
treatment and rehabilitation center at the Center.
and finding Judge and Mrs.
way out of the trap she's In. I bat they had. Reluctantly I bade racing event of all time.. It cona
Charles Dawson and their daughDerby running from there, atop their houseguests
the Walter party at Spen '-ift, the magnifi- didn't try. I just kept quiet and AIIII.mmmhh by the distin.c.tion naturally.
ter Mrs.- McDonald Gray of Anyou know what an effort that is
chorage in the box next to the the viewing stand on the finish Cronkites, (he of TV fame) and cent horse farm of the Leslie
for me.
line. When Willie Hardtack came the Barry Binghams had Sir David Combses.
Welche&
DECORATION DAY
1Accurate
It was a little unnecessary for up for his garland of roses and and Mrs. Ormsby-Gore, the BritAfter the Combs party we went
Well, I want you to know that
me to introduce the Dawsons and the Governor to present the tro- ish Ambassador to the United I've been writing for a long time, to the another lovely country esWORKMANSHIP
phy
we
were
in
the view of the States. We were invited to a very
the Welches for they had already
but it's impossible for me to tell tate out Frankfort way. 43etsy and for Fairview and Greenlea
exchanged those amenities and NBC television camera and Mary late Saturday night party at the you about Spendthrift in words. Bill May invited us to their tra- Cemeter*
Al Low Cost
will be Sunday. May
were all having a fine time en- Jo and R. Paul were excited to Etheridges but had to decline, be- To tell you the truth I can't even ditional Sunday morning Derby
Watches.
Clocks
and Time
death
20.
when
they
spotted me in cause of other
committments tell
joying the Derby. ,When I got
you about it verbally, without breakfast and it was such fun.
Pieces of All Rinds Accuhome I called Eleanor Huddleston the circle around the owner of around the city and in 'Frank- losing my breath. You've seen Bill and Margaret Curlin were
rately Repaired at- Low Cost
and told her about the pleasant "Decidedly" (the winner) and fort': Paul and Mr. Cronkite re- these pictures of the rolling hills there and lots of other folks we
City of Fulton
by—
newed some old friendships of St.
experience and she said she at- other dignitaries.
knew
and
it
seems
rain
the
held
and the beautiful horse farms of
Fulton, Kentucky
tended her first Derby when she
Eddie Arcaro was')ing a spec- Joseph, Missouri, for that's where the Bluegrass region, but.
ANDREWS
to see off long enough for most of the
was thirteen. She said that first ial TV broadcast for the winning the famous commentator lived be- and visit in one
guests
to
have
their
delicious.
them
of
is
anJewelry
his
advent into the big time.
Company
Derby is always the great one and ceremonies and we walked back fore
country ham meal on the sprawlother thing.
I can well imagne. Eleanor is across to our box with him and Art James was there as was Don
I cannot begin to tell you of the
Ameche,
Bryan
•
Field, the gent
formerly from Louisville and has "Decidedly's" trainer, a wonderbeauty and the splendor of the
•
been on hand many times for the ful individual from Australia who who has been broadcasting the
Derby
for
20
years, and many home and the grounds surroundbig running.
had tears in his eyes during the
ing the Leslie Combs estate, but I
We were so privileged to walk whole ceremony, and no wonder! others of nation.. importance. think
you will enjoy an experience
across the field to the winner's
After the trophy presentation Poor little me.
I had there.
horse shoe right before that big we went to the Director's room of
After the
Churcnill Downs
The Governor and Mrs. Combs
seventh race and we viewed the Churchill Downs and then to the party we went over to the home
and Lois and Martha Ann went
traditional party given by the of- of our long-dime *tend Helen ahead a little bit earlier and Paul
ficials for the winner's party and Rechtin, the Louisville architect, and I and Ned Breathitt followed
others. When someone told me and her house, as'you can imagine, in another car later. When we got
that it would be the most fan- is out of this world. We couldn't there, the others in our
party
tastic party we ever attended I stay there very long, because we were walking around the
grounds
didn't know what to expect. And had to be on our way to Frank- and viewing those magnificent
All types of Inaltranee
if I had, I would have dropped fort, where the younger folks horses in the stables,
and we walkdead. There's that word again... (Lois and Martha Ann) were on ed onto a
SAVE ! GET our
grass terrace where
it was fabulous!
to other parties around Frankfort about a dozen people were sitting
PACKAGE DEAL
Besides the food and drink, and Lexington.
on lawn chairs, viewing a parade,
(champagne, juleps, and everyTo say that it didn't take any of the most beautiful horse flesh
"Covering everything"
thing.in between ... turkey, ham, lullabx.to get us to sleep Satur- I ever saw. We were introduced to
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 40$ shrimp in bucketsfull) the guest day night is the understatement of a lovely lady who was making
list kept me from eating, I just the year. We were pooped, but notes in one of the newest bro422 Lake St.
looked and marvelled. Mark and eagerly looking forward to Sun- chures put out by Spendthrift
Willie Snow Etheridge hod as day when we were to attend a and her name was Mrs. Knight.
We talked amiably there for a
few minutes and she told me that
the name of her stable in Chicago
was "Fourth Estate." Well, you
know that had a connotation of
newspapering and I asked her if
they were in the newspaper business and she answered that they
were. I proudly told her that we
were too, but she didn't make any
comment, probably because if we
Spring's a-wasting! So why wait any longer to
had been in their category of
satisfy that new-car urge of yours? Especially
newspaper publishing she might
when your Chevrolet dealer has such beautiful
It couldn't look ;nor( like
•
'• unkss
have known us. Then all of a
buys busting out all over the place. I.ike in
it fray one!... A steel top molded into the
sudden the little light in my brain
fourteen Jet-smooth Chevrolets. Or eleven
lit up, bright and clear . . . .
crisp contours of a convertible. Chalk it up
new-size Chevy II models. Or a whole crew
"Knight . . • Fourth Estate . .
to Body by Fisher finesse. Here's luxury
Chicago . ." Of course it was
of frisky Corvairs. So come on in and pick and
and riding comfort that add up to every-Mrs. John S. Knight of the huge
choose to your heart's content at your
thing you expect in an .i:xpensive car—
Knight newspaper chain . . . MiChevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping Center.
except the expense.
ami Herald,. Detroit Free-Press,
Chicago Daily News. I sort of
changed the subject quick-like for
if she had asked me what newspaper we owned and I had to admit the weekly Fulton County
,News, that would have been the
living end.
So I discreetly turned around in
my chair and the lady sitting on
the other side of me introduced
NEW CHEVY II NOVA STATION WAGON
NEW CORVAIR MONZA CLUB COUPE
herself as Kay Field. She was a
Space and spice in a new kind of saver.
The trim sportster that started the bucket
lovely, chic, gracious lady and
And it's just one of three new Chevy II
she too was studying that broseat brigade. Here's rear engine scamper
wagons. Very parkable. Very packable,too.
chure. She made conversation
• wedded to the road with tenacious traction
with me and I learned that she
Has a load floor that's over 9 ft. long with
and quicksilver rellexes. And this one's as
and her husband owned the Fourth
second seat and tailgate down.
easy to own as it is to drive.
Estate stables with the Knights.
We're tempting you to try the finest paints we know of v..th this terrific special that saves you $4.00!
She was also from Chicago• and
again the little light ID my brain
Buy one gallon of any Martin Senour Paint and get this top-quality shi" x 50-foot garden hose, from a
sparkled and I thought if she
nationally known manufacturer, for only $1.99. See it and you'll know why it's a guaranteed $5.99 value!
asks me about our newspaper I'll
• just konk out.
Lightweight but very strong green plastic is easy to hondle. Of sturdy laminated construction that lasts
and lasts, with full-flow brass couplings, garden hose threJ.J. Oil, weather and abrasion resistant. Limit
And in case you're wondering
about Kay, you are right! She was
two hoses to a customer. Supplies are definitely limited. So hurry and pick up your Martin Senour paint!
Mrs. Marshall Field, Jr. and is a
For exterior or interior use, pick from better-weal hg Martin Senour finishes listed below. All give
horse-lover friinn way back. The
NEW BEL AIR 4-DOOR SEDAN This
NEW IMP %I (1-PASSKNGER STATION
you more stylist-selected colors to choose from!
Knights, the Fields, the P. A. B.
popular priced Jet-smoothie rides like a
WAGON Chevrolet wagoning at its most
Wideners and a rroup of others
family room on wheels. Got a mammoth
elegant. With up to a whopping 97.5 Cu. ft.
MONARCH HOUSE PAINT-Keeps itself bright and
were the hcruseguests of the CombACA,A-CRYL HOUSE PAINT-Finest at:rylic latex
cave of a trunk, too, with bumper-level
new-looking longer, weathers beautifully. All colors. All
of cargo space—including a compart moot ito
ses at Spendthrift for the Derby.
paint. Goes over damp surtzt:es, fast drying. Completely
whites-self-cleaning.
loading and a handy deep well for bulky
blister, fume 214 mildew resistant.
the tloor where you can stow gulf clubs alid
When they were viewing all
Items. Plus a choice of six or V8 skedaddle.
other valuables out of sight. ASTRO-VAR VARNISH-New and terrific! Has douthose handsome yearlings and
INTERIOR POLY-FLOW- Odorless vinyl latex flat,
ble the life of ordinary varnishes. Dries to fetich in 45
dries in one Itcur. Self priming C.ne coat usually asters.
makinw notes on the little brominutes, to walk on in 21/2 hours. Is practically "everyGoes over a variety cf
-urIacos-dry wall, Waster,
chure like, 40 to 100, or 75 to 250,
thing proof." For inside, outside, boats.
wallboard, bi;ek. Quick
See the. new Cherrol, , r, ,t IT n Corrair at your local a allmri.:01 ("e111,7,
dtdi, .4.
I thought what the heck, they
must be having their own little
-Kentucky Derby and they're making bets. I couldn't stand it any
longer so I said to Mrs.,
"You know it's better to be
thought a fool than to open your
307 Commercial Ave.
Phone 35
Fulton, Ky.
mouth and remove all doubt, so
I'm going to remove the doubt Fulton, Ky.
Phone 38 or 899
What are those figures You're Mak-

DC=Arow...beautilid buying days during Chery:s

"'

GOLDEN SALES JUBILEE!

Dewey Johnsor

17-1 ,

NEW IMPALA SPORT COUPE

•••••

Cet a $5.99 50-FOOT GARDEN HOSE
for ooly sl.99

when you buy one gallon of

MARTIN SEWOUR PAINT!

IM11,

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
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News From Our
Boys In The

Parke Taylor,
Mrs. Gregory's
Relative Dies

DEATHS
Herman J. Welker

Mrs. Lula Conner
Mrs.Lula Rabey Conner, formerly of Jackson's Chapel, died a 8:30
a. m. May 7 at her home in Mayfield. She was the wife of J. D.
Conner.
Survivors include a son, Howard Conner of Mayfield, a daughter, Mrs. Leonard Matheny of
Hickory, Ky., two grandsons and
a sister, Mrs. Rosie Wade of
Mayfield.
Funeral services were held at
3 p. m. May 8 at Calvary County. Rev. R. W. Jones officiated.
Burial was in Memory Gardens in
Mayfield. Roberts Funeral Home
had charge of arrangements.

lowing a long illness.
He was born Jan. y 17, 1884
in Weakley County, Tenn., the
son of the late James Wiillarrr
and Louise Moore Milam. He was
engaged in farming most of his
life, but had been a dispatcher
for local taxi firm for several
years.
Survivors include, a son, Marion Milam, Fulton, Route 5; five
daughters, Mrs. Harvey Vaughn,
Martin, Route 3, Mrs. D. J. Jones,
Fulton, Route 5. Mrs. Ralph McKnight, Sheffield, Ala., Mrs. Mozelle Jones, Denver, Colo., Mrs.
Frank Trapp, Frisco, Colo.; a brother, Carl Milam, Fujton, Route 2,
a sister, Mrs. Lucy Gibbs, Fulton,
nine grandchildren and eight
great grandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
May 4 at the Whitnel Chapel.
Rev, Ray Fleming officiated. Bu
rial by Whitnel Funeral Home
was in the New Hope cemetery.

Herman J. Welker of Dyersburg,
who went to work for the railroad when he was a schoolboy,
died May 6 at Parkview Hospital.
Kan.—Army
Pfc.
RILEY,
FORT
W. Parke Taylor, partner in He was 69.
James L. Wright, son of Albert Taylor-Wilson Chevrolet - Cadillac
Services were held at 2 p. m.
FulLine,
State
Co. in Paducah died at 4:30 a. m.
L. Wright, 500 W.
ton, Ky., is a member of the 1st May 7 at his residence, 2700 Jef- May 7 in the chapel of Curry Funeral Home. Burial was in FairDivision's 8th Infantry which is ferson St. He was 67.
Mr. Taylor was born in Prentiss, view Cemetery.
scheduled to provide support for
Mr. Welker officially rounded
the Fifth U. S. Army Rifle and Ky, but spent most of his early
Pistol Matches at Fort Riley, Kas., life in Hartford. He 'was attend- out 50 years of service with the
ing University of Kentucky when Illinois Central Railroad in June
April 27-May 6.
The 8th will perform the record the United States become involv- 1952, but his career as a railroad'keeping ,and scoring, operate the ed in World War I and he quit er actually started when he was
targets, and provide competitors school to enlist in the Air Corps about 16. Born al Water Valley,
Ky.. he was the son of a railroad
with transportation, meals and as a cadet.
Benjamin Franklin Bynum, age
billets.
After the war, Mr. Taylor op- section foreman.
73, died at the Veterans Hospital
for
Except
a
short
period
gunner
the
durin
Wright, a mortar
erated a Chevrolet dealership in
in Nashville, Tennessee at 10:30
infantry's Company A at the fort, Hartford then began working out ing which he worked as master p. m.
May 7.
entered the Army in June 1961 of Memphis, Term., as dealer rep- mechanic in the railroad shops
He was born in Weakley Counand received basic training at resentative of the Chevrolet di- here, he made the DyersburgFort Riley.
_
vision of General Motors Co. His Hcikman, Ky., run daily for more ty, Tennessee the son of the late
Mrs. -Susie Wiley, 58, passed
Joe Bynum
and Ann Puckett
The 20-year-old soldier attend- work consisted of establishing new than 50 years.
away at her home near Dukedom,
Mr. Welker was a favorite of Bynum.
dealer agencies and helping dealed South Fulton High School.
May
8 about 1:30 p. m. after a
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
children along the route, tossing
ers with their sales promotions.
long illness.
ciated. Burial was in Maplewood them candy and chewing gum Mary Bynum, one 6on. B. F. ByShe is survived by her husband,
-and delivering the Sunday funny num, Jr.,-of Lynnville; one dauFORT RILEY. Kan. -Army Pfc. Cemetery at Mayfield...
ghter, Mrs. Ralph Doran, Hunts- Jack Wiley, one daughter, Mrs.
William F. Green, whose wife,
In August, 1933, Mr. Taylor, papers.
He was an ardent sportsman, ville, Alabama; two sisters, Mrs. Bobby Marine of Albion. Illinois;
Mary, and parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Wilson and his brothone grandson; one brother, Tye
William J.'Green, live or Route er. Gayle Taylor, formed a part- and spent much of his spare time Vassie Walker, Nashville and Mrs:
Murphy of -Dukedom; three sisters,
3, Hickman, Ky., is a member of nership and established the Tay- fishing in nearl5y lakes and Irma Gills of Lynnville.
Funeral services will be held Mrs. Ed Work and Mrs. Gordon
the 1st Division's 8th Infantry lor-Wilson Chevrolet Co. in Pa- srreams.
Thursday afternoon (today) at Blaylock both of Dukedom and
which is scheduled to provide ducah. The business enjoyed great
2:00 p. m. at the Old Bethel Mrs. Winnie Jones of Mayfield.
support for the Fifth U. S. Army success despite the fact it was
Funeral services will be held
Church in Weakley County. Bro.
Rifle and Pistol Matches at Fort laUnched at the depth of the great
Howard Miller, pastor, will offici- Thursday (today) at 10:30 a. m.
Riley, Kan., April 27-May 6.
depression,
ate. Burial will be in the church at the Jackson Brother Funeral
Mr. Wilson is now president of
The 8th will perform the record
Graveside services for Danny
Home Chapel. Bro. Houston Suthkeeping and scoring, operate the the firm and Mr. Taylor was vice Gene Mills, stillborn son of W. T. cemetery by Jackson Brothers
ard wHI officiate with burial in
Funeral Home of Dukedom.
targets. and provide competitors president.
and Martha Gardner Mills were
Friends may call at the family the Pinegar Cemetery.
Mr. Taylor served as a major held May 4 at 10 a. m. at Mount
with transportation, meals and
in the ordinance department of Moriah cemetery. Rev. R. H. Sul- residence on I.vnnville, Route 2.
billets.
Green. an automatic rifleman in the U. S. Army during World livan officiated and burial was
the infantry's Company B at the War H and was stationed suc- under the direction of Hornbeak
fort, entered the Army in June cessively at Springfield, Ill.; Tex- Funeral Home.
Luther Joe Fulcher, 45, passed
William Joseph Milam, 78 dis- away at his home on Dresden,
1961 and received basic training arkana, Ark., Harvey, Ill., and St.
Besides the parents ,other surat Fort Riley.
Louis, Mo.
vivors are: four brothers, Thomas patcher for the Speight Taxi Com- Route 3. May 3 at 12:00 p. m. after
The 20-year-old soldier is a
He was a member of the Meth- Lee, Ted Allen. James and Jerry pany, died May 2 at 5 p. m. at the a long illness.
1961 graduate of Fulton County odist Church and Masonic Lodge Mills; two sisters, Brenda and Baptist hospital in Memphis, folHe was born in Weakley CounHigh School.
of Hartford. Ky. His wife, the Barbara Mills; a half-brother, Joe
former Miss Frances Hale, is a Huston, material grandparents.
former resident of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Gardner and
Washington. D. C. — Army Pfc.
Besides his wife, he is survived paternal grandparents, Mrs. Ethel
George W. Gibson, son of Mr. and by his mother,
Mrs. Mary E. Tay- Mills.
Mrs. Jewell Gibson, Route 2, lor; his-brother
, Gayle Taylor, and
Hickman. Ky., recently participat- a nephew,
Tim Taylor. all of Paed with other personnel from the ducah. •
3d Infanti v (The Old Guard)
Funeral services were held at 2
from Fort Myer, Va., in the Army p. m.
May 8 at Roth Funeral Miss Cuba Edwards, 77, life-long
pageant -Prelude to Taps" at the
Chapel. Rev. James P. Irion offi- resident of Obion County, died at
National Cherry Blossom Festival
9:30 a. m. May 6 at the Obion
in Washington, D. C.
County Hospital in Union City.
,
The eight-act prelude portrayed these forces. CENTAG is a major She had been a resident of the
the United States military herit- element of NATO in Europe.
Obion County rest home for sevChambers, a vvireman in Head- eral years.1
age and modern Army activities.
It featured The Old Guard Fife quarters Battery of the 8th InfanShe was 'born in Obion County.
and Drum Corps which dressed in try Division's 83d Artillery in Tennessee., August 29, 1885, the
Revolutionary War uniforms and Baumholder, entered the Army in daughter of the late Robert Monplayed the. music and instruments October 1960, completed basic roe and Mary Fanny Arnold Edtraining at Fort Riley, Kan.. and wards.
of the Continental Army.
MOTHER WILL LOVE SOMETHING TO
The Old Guard is a specially arrived overseas in March 1961.
Survivors include a step-sister,
The 25-year-old soldier is a Mrs. Anna Gossum of Fulton and
selected unit which regularly serves as The Presidet
WEAR .... FROM THE
..Ti 's personal 1955 graduate of Miles High several nieces and nephews.
honor guard. This group performs School in Union City and a 1980
Funeral services were held at 2
ceremonial activities at high-level graduate of Bishop College in p. m. May 8 et the Hornbeak
functions and provides guards at Marshall, Tex.
Funeral Home. Rev. Tommy Perthe Tomb of the Unknown Solkins, pastor of Johnson Grove
church officiated. Burial was in
dier.
U. S. FORMS. GERMANY— Walnut
Gibson is assigned to the inGrove cemetery.
300 Main Street
fantry's Company C at Fort Myer. Army Pfc. Fred L. Rice. son of
Hornbeak Funeral Home had
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
B.
Rice,
He entered the Army in June 1960
charge of arrangements.
Route 4, Hickman, Ky., participatand completed basic combat trained in Cnmmand Post Exercise
ing at Fort Knox, Ky.
Grand Slam I, a five-day Central
The 21-year-old soldier is a
Army Group (CENTAG) exercise
-1960 graduate of Fulton County
in Germany which ended April 13.
High School. Hig wife, Janet, lives
Grand Slam I involved headin Arlington. Va.
quarters units from the German,
French and U. S. Armed Forces
U. S. FORCES, GERMANY— which are assigned to CENTAG,
Army Pfc. George N. Chambers, and was designed to test operahose wife. R(.berta, and parents, tional plans and procedures of
:,Ir. and Mrs. Paul C. Chambers, thee forces. CENTAG is a major
live at 306 Taylor St.. Fulton. Ky.,I element of NATO in Europe.
Rice. a radio operator in Headparticipated in Command Post
Exercise ,Grand Slam I. a five-day quarters Battery of the 8th InfanCentral Army Group (CENTAG) try Division's 16th Artillery in
exereke in Germany which ended Baumholder. centered the Army in
by
February 1961, completed basic
April 13.
LOOKS AND FEELS LIKE COSTLY LEATHER
- Grand Slam I involved head- training at Fort Hood, Tex., and
eailigic
quarters units from the German, arrived overseas last July.
The 24-year-old soldier is a
'French and U.' S. Armed Forces
ltiO*OF—ri`ngeWellrPrr
which are assigned to CENTAG. 1955 graduate of Hickman High
and. was designed to test opera- School.
tional plans and procedures of

SERVICE

Benjamin F. Bynum

ty, Tennessee the son of Mrs.
Fannie Fulcher Ease of Mart'n and
the late Tom Fulcher.
He is also survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lucille Hutchens Fulcher;
two sisters, Mrs. Marine Hopkins
of Fulton; Mrs. Mable Prince of
Chicago; two brothers, Thomas
Fulcher of Chicago and Vester
Fulcher of Martin; along with
several nieces aiici nephews.
Funeral services were held May
5 at 2:00 p. m. at the Matheny
Grove Primitive Baptist Church.
Bro. James Thedford officiated.
Burial was in the church Cemetery with Bowlin of Dresden in
charge of arrangements.
His six nephews were pallbearers: James Prince, Jerry Hopkins,
Glenn Prince, Billy Joe Hopkins,
Charles Hopkins
and Lowell
Fulcher.

Mrs. Susie Wiley

Hubert "Hub" Wray
Herbert "Hub" Wray died May 9
at 6:00 a. m. at his home in Pilot
Oak after a long illness. He was
73.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Luna Wray. two sons, Claude
Wray of Dowagiack, Michigan,
Tommy Wray of Detroit, one brother Calvin Wray of Cincinnati;
three sisters, Mrs. Jack Hicks, and
Mrs. Ida Yates of Wingo and Mrs.
Lee Yates of Louisville.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday (today) at 2:00 p. m. at
the Mt. Pleasant Church of Christ.
Bro. Alcmzo Williams will officiate
and burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at the Jackson
Brothers Funeral Home until the
funeral hour.

20itit

Mills Infant

Joe Fulcher

Wiliam Joseph Milam

Miss Cuba Edwards

stIPAPPAZ(*pro

Jewelry
Lingerie
Purses
Hosiery
Hats
Dresses
Sportswear ____ Gloves __ __ Summer Suits

shirt of refinement by Ship'n Shores
real wardrobe treasure: with finely
narrowed placket,tiny spread collar.
65% Dacron"polyester,35% cotton.
White, pastels,citrus hues.28 to 38.

elteer

CLARICE SHOP

—Fulton, Ky.—

Something Special for Mother---for Your Home
by
dist

Id RIOFLEATHER!

Seel

div
ties
bas
on '
twe
eac:

Wth Carefice, Worryfree Supported PLASTIC

Jewelry
Underwear
Bags

Dresses
Sportswear
Hosiery

1-3 Off on all Coats and Suits
Early Spring Hats, 1-2 Price Plus $1.

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Main Street

Fulton

NO
MONEY
DOWN

Sofa by Bay .. Bed by ight< SOFA & CHAIR
No
Monty
Down

ealthoogh a looks lot all tin world like hoe India" tha 25 es.
I olesta wean goner sad closet se •nity
I,.,,
with a dame cloth
The ,.it. Is /or we. else comfort sot
the
balky
swallow neva. Soh Ins thalt Iowa eve.
al
•••0
look
gest •ad beck. AIM/ ere learn sedeled end en t.lted atoll
eight for tint elter tiweer asp. Meal's • h."
.
..
l"!
Sole opens ten • lull ono double bed. ileles te the big
watch., 'anal Thal 4 ' 'eventide loom estate.' Ute wog
.,,d..,,.,I.,,,
. l.o.p room. glen plastoow orilv
ea elf... Chew. of Reel. Ivan, Came, Maw. its Oxblood.

SOFA & CHAIR WITH
2 End Tables, Cocktail Table,
2 Lamps

$169.88

ADE FORK

112 Lake Street

CO‘ii

Fulton, Ky.

Trade With Wade
And Save!
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ings, Mrs. Joe Gates, Mrs. Wales' Rushton. Mrs. G. W. Holly. Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth Finley, Cayce; Mrs. all of Fulton; Reed
McAlister, Valley Route 2; Kelly Vaughan
Austin, Mrs. Rena Batts, J. R.' Ralph
' baby, Curtis Joe Brockwell. Martin Route 3; Fulton
Route 1; Low !...'urke, Ful- and Mrs. Lillie Gossuin both 01
Cayce, Mrs. Dennis French, Jr., all
Robert
Schofield,
Mayfield.
of Fulton; Will Ladd, Kenton; H. Beadles, E. E. Mount, all of Fulton Route 3:
1...ul Winstead, Wingo Route 1; Mrs. ("is Sheri
T. Johnson, Wingo; Mrs. Dewey' ton; Jar..es Sparks and Odessa
Fulton Rot
Mrs. Robert lialey dan. Martin rtoutie 3; ••Irs. !Aga:
Haley
both
of
South
Fulton;
Crocker,
Clinton;
Jack
Mrs.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Joe Atwill ,
The following persons were
and daughter, Dukedom; Mrs. Gossum, Mayfield; Miss
Lauri.
Mrs. Earl Campbell, Mrs. Rosa Tom Alexander, Hickman; Mrs.
patients in the Fulton Hospitals Hickman; Mrs. Rube Vincent,' Hickman, Fulton Route 3; Mrs.
Harpole, Union City Route 4; A. C
Floyd
Clapp,
Wingo
Dukedom.
Route
1;
Mrs.
Smith,
Mrs. Evelyn Ammons, Mrs. Della Cooper. Hickman Route 4; Holt,
on Wednesday morning.
Union
City Route 3; Mrs
Russell Sharon and Mrs. Arnold Bobby Ward, Bobby Ward,
Bruce Mrs. Thomas Howell and son,' Ferdie Tarver, Clinton
Route I
Work both of Dukedom; Mrs. Ella Ward, Shirley Maddox,
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Lola Crutchfield; Mrs. Leonard Duke, Walton Smith, plinton
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Route 3
Mae Coleman, Union City; Mrs. Howard, Mrs. Joe Cochran,
The public Is invited to the
R. B. Water Valley Route 1; Guy Yates' Mrs. John Cox and Glen
MI-- and Mrs. W. A. Bethel,
Mrs. Robert Lamb, Mrs. Archie Elmer Farmer, Clinton Route
Vanpool.
1; Allen and Miss Alieen Lawrence and Jim Lafoon both of Water
Hickman Woman's Club "Tour of Floyd McMillin, Mrs. Dan Mast
both of Clinton Route 4.
Gardens" on Friday, May 11 beginning at 2 p. m. from the club
room. G uldes and transportation will be furnished by the Club.
Rock Garden and roses will be
the feature of Jim Mayes' garden,
the first stop on the, tour, followed by a visit to the terraced garden of Bill Powers. Mrs. F. T.
Randle's garden features roses
At a called meeting of the
and iris.
A tour of adjourning back yards Business and Professional Woat the homes of Mrs. Charles men's Club, Wednesday night,
Fethe. Mrs. Don Henry, Mrs. W. held in the home of Mrs. Bertes
B. Amberg, Sr., and Mrs. Luby Pigue, the following officers were
Roper, will be the next stop, fol- elected to serve during the cornlowed by a visit to the formal ing Year:
President. Kellena Durbin; Vice
garden at the home of Mr. and
President, Ramelle Pigue; RecordMrs. Hugh Swayne.
Refreshments will be served at ing Secretary, Virginia Workman;
"The Willoe," by Mrs. Erie Ezell, Corresponding Secretary, Betty
SUPER RIGHT
Jean Rhodes; Treasurer, RAith
hostess chairman.
Mrs. Don Henry, Mrs. Lucy Grooms.
FULLY
COOKED
Eight new members have come
Roper, Mrs. J. A. Whipple and
Mrs. Henry Sanger are the Tour into the club during the current
year and the members sponsoring
and Transportation Committee.
these new members were each
SUPER RIGHT
SUPER RIGHT
FANCY SLICED
presented with a key pin, symboSPINACH NEEDED!
The Popeye Show on WPSD-TV, lizing the key which opened the
Channel 6. Paducah, will have as door to membership. Each sponsor
its guests members of the Fulton gave a brief biography of a new
member and stated why she wantKindergarten on Thursday, May
WHOU
FIRST
Lb.45
WHOLE
10, from 5 to 5:30 p. m. Mrs. Wil- ed this particular person in the
club.
Delicious refreshments were
CUTS
liam Sloan will accompany the
_
OR HALF,
RIB
Lb.
group to Paducah today, (Thurs- served by the hostess.
HALF
NO SLICES
Lb.
day.)
Fancy Sliced
CENTER
LOIN
FOR SALE!
REMOVED
CUTS
Lb.
HALF
Lb.
Lb.
SECOND ALTERNATE!
The old Pierce Cequin Lumber
Lovely Linda
Clip Valuable Coupons Below
Thorpe, Miss Company building on McDowell
JANE PARKER
South Fulton of 1982, was selected Street will be hold at public aucA REAL VALUE
as second alternate maid at the tion on Friday, May 11 at 2:30
Strawberry Festival in Humboldt p. m. Bill Gray will be the auc60 Guage 15 Denier
last week. Queen Linda placed tioneer. The 60x400 ft. building
fifth out of sixty-two entrants in was purchased by the Twin Cities
Industrial Development Corporathe contest.
Save
tion as a proposed industrial site.
A in & caz===i3amtp
16c j Ea.
The building is open for inspecGAY 1962!
4
Lb.
Mellovzmood Nylon 60
A breakfast party in May, 1962 tion.
With
will be reminiscent of the fabuGuage 15-Denier
2 Pair 4
JANE PARKER
lous days of the "gay 90's" Friday TCDA—
This
HOSIERY
89c 4
morning at 9:30 a. m., when the
(Continued from page one)
HOT HOUSE
With This ('oupon
Home and Garden Qepartment of bring good results.
Coupon
GOOD THRI- SAT. MAY 19th
the Woman's Club presents the
Schedules for the week were
MADE WITH BUTTERMILK
Lb
One Per Family—Adults Only
program. Mrs. Arch Huddleston, these: The first day, Thursday,
chairman, will preside and mem- April 25-Landscaping and PlantFRESH
YELLOW
Save
20-0z.
bers wishing to attend should ing Day. The activities of the day
4C;l°
Ears
make reservations by calling Mrs. included the planting of trees and
7c
j
b
) Doz
Loaves
D. C. Thacker.
shrubs on Lake Street.
The second day, Friday, April
SPECIAL GUESES!
27-Industrial and Sanitation Day.
PARAMOUNT
Fulton Mayor Gilbert DeMyer Men from the Sanitation DepartWHOLE PROCESSED
and South Fulton Mayor Milton ments of Kentucky and Tennessee
Counce will join mayors from all made an inspection of the town.
JUICY
They
entertained
were
at a lunchthe West Tennessee cities served
by the Texas Gas Company in eon at the Derby; also the plants
CALIF.
offices
and
of the Twin Cities
Southern Louisiana next week.
Jar ONLY
With The Purchase Of Each Styrofoam
The Twin iCty mayors will leave were open to visitors..
The third day, Saturday, April
Dyersburg at 2 p. m. on May 18
and make the trip by air. They 28-Paint-Up and Clean-Up Day.
COUPON
The committee asked the citizens
expect to return on May 19.
PARAMOUNT
of the Twin Cities to fix their
homes and yards.
BE ON TIME!
With
The fourth day, Sunday, April
Cut-Up,
Members of the Bennett HomeQt.
Cc With This
This
makers will meet at 10:30 a. m. 29-C.hurch Co-operation Day. The
Jar Only 2U
Coupon
Thursday morning at the Fulton ministers were asked to tell their
Coupon
trtoerred, lb.29C)W"L
lb.E
congregations to help in every
Electrical System office for an all
Good Thru Saturday, May 12
way
to
make
the
week
a
success.
3111.
1
One Per Family—Adults Only
day meeting. Mrs. ,M. E. Dawes
The :fifth day, Monday. April
will be the hostess.
30-Safety and Fire Prevention
0214.11141.7.13
(8e OFF)
jCPUZIERRWEI.Ei
(7c OFF)
Day. Everyone was asked to obEVENLY DIVIDED!
serve the rules of the Fire DeUnder the new formula enacted partment and help to prevent fire
JIFFY
by the 1962 General Assembly for hazards.
distributioh of Kentucky's rural
The sixth day, Tuesday, May 1secondary road fund, one-fifth is Pick-up and Beautification Day.
40-01.
divided equally among all coun- A bus tour started at 10:00 for
28-0z. Bat
(10c OFF)
ONLY
ties, one-fifth among counties on anyone to check up to see what
(12C OFF)
Box
basis of rural population, one-fifth had been done throughout the
on basis of rural road mileage, and week. Letters of Commendation
65-0z
two-fifths on basis of the rural of were written.
AtyP Maw Salm., COUPON
each county.
Box

Tour of Gardens
For Hickman Club
Eagerly Awaited

NOSPITAL NEWS

Eight Members
Added To B&PW
Club's Roster

SUPER RIGHT

PORK LOIN ROAST

35

Loin
End

7-Rib
Cut

Lb
'

Lb.

25(

Semi-Boneless

59'

,2 39(

FREE!

DoozNEN

Annl.

Tomatoes

37'

Corn(

57'

FREE!

DILL PICKLES

FREE!

LEMONS

25.

Qt.

ICE BUCKET BF:rh 5Slc

Whole Dill Pickles

FRYERSra&ED(sQP.

LuxLiquid22:55c Praise

25`

33— 36c,

Handy Andy 59c Silverdust

4- PIECE PLACE SETTING

CURRIER
and IVES print
Dinnerware

(5c OFF)

$123 I
I I

(20c OFF)

BISCUIT MIX

29c'

.100.
With
This
Coupon

ni:Na

JIFFY

Biscuit Mix

LuxSoap3Bars25c Active AIPB:o.b. $209 '
Blue Bonnet
27c
Chase&
82c METRECAL
Sanborn
Maxwell
82€
68C:138
House
Fab
70c
LAKE STREET
Crisco
82€
Reynolds Wrap Roll .
tood
Liquid Vel
630
MARGARINE

Lb
Ctn.

40-0z.
With This
Box Only
Coupon
Good Thru Saturday, May 12
One Per Famlly—Adults Only

29c

DIETARY FOR WEIGHT CONTROL

KEN-L-RATION

INSTANT COFFER

(15o Off)

2 pr. 89c

loc

White Bread

k

HOSIERY

BANANAS

49c

k

Beef Liver
35c
Lb. 391
49' Calf Liver
89t

MELLOWMOOD NYLON

Strawberry Pie
N

Pork Loin

Pork Chops
29t
59c

HAMS

DOG FOOD
25c1616_0z.970

Jar

.•••.•..

3 FLAVORS

6-0s.
iSc
COFFER..........( OFF)
Jar
INSTANT

26-Ox.

)
99c r3s6

Cans

DETERGENT

Giant

70
)
1 34i-Oz.
•••.D11311=4••••••(Off
Box

FULTON, KY.

(
5c
)
3-Lb

Clip and Save!

Clip and Save!

ONE 4 PIECE PLACE SETTING OF

CURRIER & IVES

PRINT DINNERWARE
Only 99c With This Coupon

SHORTENING

ON

Can

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY MAY 12

18"x75-111.

/HI GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TIA COMPANY, INC%

Amman

COUPON GOOD THU MAY 19th
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
REDEEMABLE AT A&P FOOD STORE IN
FULTON, KY.

INN

Soaky
Liquid
Bottle 69°
10-Oz.

Ajax
Cleanser

2 1'31'
Cana

Florient
Deodorant
6-0x. my co
Can / U

Stores

MINI/AM /000 MIRCNINT SINCI 1855

Palmolive
Soap
42

,
n,

Large
Za Bars

L7

I

Pahl._ live
Soap

4 Rs° 41'
Ilare
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JAYCEE PEPSI JUNIOR FISHING RODEO ENTRY BLANK

friends in the community.
Mr. and Mrs. Cubert Malony
from Trimble and Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Overcast and father from
The Cancer Crusade is - almost Rives were Sunday visitors in the
(Only Children 6 Through 12 Years Eligible)
,simpleted in this community. home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brun'yen though there are yet some dige.
.vho have not had an opportunity
Mr. and Mrs. William Woodson
Please enter my name to compete in the Jaycee Pepsi Junior
o contribute. It is most eneourag- and children and Mr. and Mrs.
ng when contibrutions are sent Harvey Vaughan were Sunday
Fishing Rodeo, May 26, at Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company Lake.
- 0 the workers. by persons befote dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
I agree to abide by the rules and decisions of the officials.
he have been contacted. Anyone I londurant.
vho 11:,,s not been at hew, when
Mr. ard Mrs. Franklin—I
he worl:er called.may send their and ehild -en from Memphis visit-oterl,'.,:on I
:ry ‘eorlo r
ed N latives here last weekend.
Name
conanunity. In the 17th disMrs. Lucy Gibbs is visiting her
nict.
1",y
Jimoic Wc threel.,
.1Annit• Lee niece Mrs. Ralph McKnight and
;Irrieon. Mrs. V. C. Simpson and family in Sheffield. Alabama.
Number
Trs. 11 ,:v Vraii+:.n. In the 13th
Street
David Reed attend.! The State
istrict "tIrs. Ray nondtirant. Mrs. F. F. A. Convention n: Knoxville
7rnvis Dacus, Mrs. Ed Cashion lasI \‘. eel:. It was certainly a surrt ulah Ddley. and Mrs. pri:e to Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
City
State
Bowlin, are the workers when she got to the Hotel in
au, will appreciate any contribu-. Knoxville. for the Tennessee LiPhone
ion to this most worthy cause. .brary Assiviation Convention to
Several members.ef the Chest- see David.
ut Glzide Club enjoyed a visit to
T. L. A. Members enjoyed a
he Arts and Crafts Train in Ful- Very pleasant meeting in KnoxMY AGE IS:
•on last"rfiursday..
vills last week.'Among the highMrs. Orvin Morrison and Mrs. lights of the Convention was the
(Entry Not Complete If Age Is Omitted.)
Weldon Lynch
larvey Vaughan were among the address by Mrs. ,
riends who visited Miss Flora using as her Subject, "Promises to
diver on her birthday last Keep." This address certainly
Mail Entry to:
Thursday. Her many friends will would inspire any civic minded
,e glad to know that Miss Flora person. Mrs. Lynch from OakJAYCEE PEPSI JUNIOR FISHING RODEO
s much improved and that she dale, Louisiana is President of the
vas able to go with Mr. and Mrs.' American Library Trustees AssoKen Ilouston
‘ubrey for a drive last Sunday.1 ciation. Dr. Andy Holt was also
506 Forrestdale
rhey carried her to her old home, one of the speakers. A special
dace which is the home of Mr.' pleasure was the tour to the difFulton, Kentucky
ind Mrs. Will Reed then to Duke-' ferent libraries and the Sequoiah
Dogwood
Trail
which
is
most
tom, Old Bethel, Oak Grove and
'o the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bob beautiful at this time.
Cannon. It would not be possible - Another special pleasure was
self-centered and unable to think
'or one who has never been a the opportunity to spend the two
of other people.
nights
while
in
Knoxville with the
hutin for months, to understand
6. The accident prone person
l
- ow much Miss Flora enjoyed this Darrel Wrights, and a tisit to the
does ont have a periodic check-up
:rip at this beautiful time in the school that Mike attends and
on his car to see that his stop
year. Then on Wednesday she where June teaches one of the
light, brakes,
headlights, and
,spent the day in the home of Mrs. three first grade groups.
horn are working.
Myrtle Temple. She has hopes of
Friends are very happy to see
When you learn to drhAe, check
njoying many more such pleas- Mrs. Will Reed able to be out
yourself on how you use the car.
Research studies on car acci- If
int visits.
again after being a shutin for the
you find that you are using it
people
have
dents
show
that
few
a
past several months.
as an outlet for some of your emoMr. and Mrs. Mark Nix from
most of the accidents. Most peotions, try to find a safer outlet.
Texas are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ple have re accidents. In other You
need not be a hazard on the
Roy Nix and other relatives and
words a few people are "accident
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
highway.
prone". Ac^ident prone people are
more likely to have accidents than
other people would be under the TEACHERS
RECEIVE CAKES
same circumstances. Statistical
The week of t_pril 16-20 was
records of accidents show that the
person who has had two accidents Teacher Appreciation Week in the
is more likely to have a third Fulton City Schools. Every teachthan the person who has never er was presented a cake from the
had an accident is likely to have homeroom mothers. The teachers
even one accident. There are sev- all expressed sincere appreciation
to the home room
eral reasons for this.
mothers for
heir thoughtfulness.
1. Some people use the car as a
means of getting rid of their feelings and of hostility toward
others.

• CHESTNUT GLAM..
ln 113rvev %;41er,
ot

Research Studies
Reveal Emotions
Cause Accidents

VISIT
HAPPY'S

Behind The 'Iron Curtain'

2. Another group of people get
a thrill out of defying-the rules of
society when driving.
3. Another group have accidents
because they use the car as a way
to get rid of tension.
4. A fourth and very large
group who have Eccidents are
those who have been drinking.
5. Another group of accident
prone people are those who are

Chester Caddas,"Coach Of Year,"
Receives MSC Science Scholarship

School. After a year's coaching at
Waggoner, he came to Fulton
High where he is presently teaching and coaching.
Coach Caddas and his wife now
reside in Country Club Courts.
They have two children, Lynn, 5,
and Chris, 2 1-2.
This summer he is going to
Murray State on a National
Science Foundation Scholarship,
where he will attend courses in
chemistry and biology.

1VFUL Is Radio islive

FfUPTURE
1 Te New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Trues
No Odors

City Drug Co., Fulton
No Belts — No Straps —

Coach Chester Caddas, who was voted "Coach of the Year," contemplates his successful basketball season as he enjo)s
the spring
weather.
From the FII8 "Kennel"

The "Bulldog's" winning of the
regional oasketball championship
earned Chester Caddas the "Coachof-the-Year" honor in a sport that
he had never played and had
never been head coach in until he
accepted the Fulton City job two
years ago.
Born in Memphis. Tennessee, he
went through the first six grades
there, and then moved to Martin.
At Martin High School he played
football and baseball and was one
of the co-captains of the football
team in his senior year. While in
high school, he was president of
his senior class and was a letterman in the M-club, a club for
boys and girls who letter in any
type sport.
In his junior year Mr. Caddas
went to Boys State. Upon graduation from Martin High Schobl, he

attended the University of Mississippi for one year. He then transferred to Murray State College
and played football and was a
member of the track team for
two years.
In 1956 while a junior at Murray state, he married. After graduation in January of 1957, he
taught the following week at
Popular Bluff, Mo. to-finish the
semister.
In the summer ne went back to
Murray to work and the next fall
he went to Harrisburg, Illinois, to
teach. In the two years he was at
Harrisburg, Mr. Caddas for two
summers and one night a week
during the school year drove to
the University of Indiana to study.
After this Mr. Caddas went to
Louisville, Kentucky, where he
was assistant football and golf
coach at Waggoner County High

Greenfield Monument Works
61 Years
In Operation

FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Ali Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Bain*: and Service
•

Wade Television
III Lake St.

'THAT'S ALL?'

• It's true... you wear this amazing new Sonotone hearing aid ALU
IN YOUR EAR! No cord, nothing
worn anywhere else. The smallest
Sonotone ever, it weighs only
half an ounce, including battery.

OF PADUCAH
120 8. 5th SL
Box 1133
G'FIELD:
AD 5-2353

Batteries, hearing aid supplies:
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Like St.
Fulton, Ky.

FRANK A. STUBBLEFIELD
First District, Kentucky
Horne Address:
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MEMBER

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

Dear Fellow Kentuckians,

COLLECT CASH

/i;;;'•

BONUSES

I

Time is running out for our Kitchen Spectacular. It ends on Saturdir ..11
4
June 2. But ycu still have time to add the modern electric appliances
you
want ... and collect cash bonuses at the same time.

Featured Appliances & Bonuses
Electric Range
Electric Water Heater
Electric Dishwasher

415
$25
$10

Electric Room AirTonditioner. §10

To collect your bonus, simply buy
and install any of the featured appliances. Bring a copy of your bill of
sale to our office. Pick up your
bonus payment. Take advantage of
this wonderful offer. See your
dealer today. Modernize your
kitchen during the KITCHEN SPECTACULAR. Collect cash bonuses!
But hurry. Offer ends Saturday,
June 2, and applies only to our
consumers.

For the past three and one-half years it has been my privilege to serve you in
the
United States Congress. I am now asking for your help and support in my campaign
for re-election as your Representative in Washington.
I come from a family of farmers and mer chants and before entering public service
in
1951, Was a small businessman in Murray. The opportunity this gave me
to become
acquainted at first hand with business and farming has helped me greatly
in understanding matters of interest and opportunities available to the people of Western
Kentucky. My experience in the House of Representatives has afforded me up-to-date
insight
into our national legislative problems. As a member of the House Committee
on Agriculture I have been active in support of the tobacco program and other
agricultural
programs essential to our economic stability. I have worked with other Committe
es
and in the House Chamber to promote low cost power, increased developm
ent of our
water resources, and greater utilization of our natural resources is the best
investment
we can make toward growth and stability for our region, and I would like
the opportunity to continue my efforts to this end. '••
I have worked with local civic groups and organizations in attracting industry
to
our area and in obtaining Federal cooperation and assistance to help depressed
areas
and provide increased economic opportunity for our people. I have coperated
with
everyone who has requested my help on personal matters in endeavoring in
every
way possible to alleviate hardships, correct injustices, and serve as their liaison
with
the Federal Government.
As your Congressman,I have served all t he people of the First District to the
best of
my ability and have tried to represent you as I believe you wish to be represent
ed. I
hope my efforts meet with your approval. If you feel that I merit your
support and
cast your vote for me on May 29, I shall be most grateful.

Hickman - Fultiin Counties'

Sincerely yours,

Frank A. Stubblefield

Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.

Hickman, Ky.
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Phone 430

SONOTONE

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
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Bondurant,Jeffress Growl Co-Editors;
Department Editors Are Announced

X X* X!!* ?*! !

From the FHS •'Kennel"

Rat Pack
Backs Up
Sad Sacks

FHS Classes Have
Intresting Projects
From the Fliti "Kennel"

Several classes of EIS have
been working on special. projects
In the last few weeks, which might
be of interest to the student body.
Having studied poetry, Mrs.
Steele's Freshman
ish
made eooklets in tie ir faverite
neems or- poems of certain authors.
certain subjects or sea .ons. They

Clerk Of Court Finds
He Has Wrong Jury
Buffalo, N. Y —"Ladies and
gentlemen, please answer to your
names," said a clerk to a jury
seated before Supreme Court
Justice Reid- S. Moule.
The clerk then read off a series
of ti lit'.
vot
regionse
hem the Jurors.
,,- (hi ilk
"weine ru."

now to hav..i a color picture on
Iris the PM "Kennet"
Plans are already taking place back of the front and back cover.
for the 1962-63 Fulton High An- This picture will have to be ready
On Monday April 2, 1982, the
neat. Mr. Charles Jackson and by June 15.
known mouse population of Fulton
Mrs. Ray Steele will be the sponHigh School idereased by eight.
sors.
All of these eight should be black
The
of the different !
even though many people were
phases :t
re as follows: co-editors,
looking for one or two white
mice are now studying Gre, t Ex1,.Mary Bondurant and Stanley Jet-1
.11 the group.
AIlS lty Charlt
Dieken,„
Radio .11.tive
tress; photography editor, Pam
S
Prestmtly,
Then. should be some white
Homra; business managers, Phyllis
mice in the F2 or second genera- II1,,re English Clas, IS:dud
Pigue and Sheri Elliott; advertistion offspring. The white mice
:ma ttffeel v
ntene,s.
ing editor, Barry Roper; snapshot
A
7
would result in a cross between ce:.:ly they gave a play (mptta ,
editor, Bill Hancock; activities
the first
generation Offspring , Si/4UL! Correct Tettlish.
From the MS "Kennel"
editor, Annie Lee Green; sports
The Junior English
which are black.
editor, Douglas McAlister; and
Recently Lena M. Lawson, clerk
wi Oren original
It seems as if the mice will
head typist, Pat Jones.
of the local draft board, and Fred
be now; the epitattl.
HYBRID
good for something. A
These editors will meet later on Homra, a representative of the
certain
class intends to learn more about Master's SP0():C
to select their assistants. As many local board from Fulton, visited
TH(11.0GY, TI.
Three strikes and you're out!!! Danny Robbins goes
,
y Are 11,1w
students in the class as posible Fulton High School and talked
down in prac- "mouse anatomy" as the, perform
wq •
Mok atm A111,•riCan 1),4-try
will be used on the staff. Plans are with the boys who are 81 or near- tice as the new baseball team gets in shape for a big game. Jim Bur- operations on several of the mice.
doing choral rt•:, ding and listening
ton is the catcher and Terry Beadles acts as umpire.
This
would t. profitable in that al
ing 18. They represented the Local
to records.
new offspring arises frequentl
Selective Service Board which is
y!
and
also much could be learind. ; • Having finished
located at Hickman.
State basketball team. Best of
There are certain problems in' the trigonometry' lasThey gave the requirements for
luck to our newly formed baseball
use of the surveying instrunie•
registering for the draft. A boy
team! We hope that everyone will the mice colony. The mice 'arel and are now studying the 1,0s :e
Chicago — There are some 33,- must register within 5 days after
support these boys and go see the ver difficult to keep clean and principles of'calculus.
completely odorless. However, to
000,000 amateur musicians in the his 18th birthday or he is subject
games.
The mechanical drawing class
*try to eliminate the problem, the
United States, the
American to a fine and possibly a prison
have finished their house plans
Were you on'the jury that ban- first
offspring has been placed -in
Music Conference reports.
term.
ned Bad English from the halls of a
and are working on ideas booklets
Get your supple at
large steel cage. The Mice are
The conference credits school
To register, a boy Is required to
containing information on 'archiFulton High School? This was
being
lessons with providing much of go to the Local Board office in his
done in a hilarious play presented which fed a form of dog food tecture and interior design.
Browder Milling Co., Inc.
seems to be pleasing to
the impetus for the growth of do- county and a clerk will assist
by the sophomore English class
their .appetite.
it-yourself music.
with his registration. He should
Fulton
under the direction of Mrs. Burl'hone 900
From the FH8 "Kennel"
Bill Leneave fed and cared for , ff PAYS TO ADVERTISE
Largely as a result of band take a copy of his birth certifciate
roe.
them
SANDRA
By
while
&
WANDA
Birry,
Bill, and Mr.
training—more
than 10,000,000 to supply any necessary vital inFulton High School was repre- Snider were away
on spring vacayoungsters now play instruments formation.
Class and club officers have sehted at the annual Strawberry tions.
-tee.
or take music lessons. This figure
After talking with the boys, been elected for the coming school Festival
on May 4 by the FHS
represents a 300 percent increase these representatives
answered year. Those filling the various of- band. They also marched in the
FLASH!!! Eight of the mice beover the number of youngsters questions
representing specific fices are as follows: Barry Roper, Clean-Up Parade.
ing raised by Barry Roper uith
studying music 15 years ago.
problems of the students. They senior president; Duane McAlis"Onus sublevaverunper" (they the help
of the science classes estold us to be sure to have the col- ter, junior president; Terry Wil- raised
the burden) when the sen- caped on
Tuesday, May 2, 1962,
of our choice report our lingham, sophomore
president; iors turned in their research
Cancer Insurance won't lege
during one of the morning classes.
grades so that we would be de- Wayne Lohaus, freshman presi- themes
on
April
30.
After
about
a
They
were caught during physics
prevent cancer - won't ferred from entering the military dent; and Martha DeMyer, presi- month of hard
work, the day of
dent of the FHA and the Quill and relief finally came. The topics class that afternoon by Bill Lecure cancer but it will until after graduation.
neave
and Stanley Jeffress. They
They urged anyone who is not Scroll.
eranged from the origin of golf to
ease the financial burden planning
were temporarily placed in a
to enter college upon
Have you heard the echoes of American jazz to soy beans and
wastebasket until a tighter cage
of cancer!
graduating to consult them about the great FHS
choir singing along their uses.
fulfilling their military obliga- with Mandel?
This choir can be
As
the
For details see the
time
draws
near
the
pep that we' had during the
for
the
tions.
heard on every second Monday end of school, it is a time of hap- District and Regional
gEXAMKia)
7A4 .);;;
Tournaafternoon from 1:30 to 2 o'clock. piness for the underclassmen, but ments. Of course, the
trip to the
a
full
90proof
The favorite song of the students a time of both sorrow and hap- State Tourname
nt will never be
of Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
seems to be "Dixie'.
piness for the seniors. This year forgotten. These fond memories
Congratulations to Don Be,rnette holds many fond memories for will never, be forgotten
Only $1.50 1/2 pint
by the
and Kenneth Allen for receiving all of us. Remember the night twenty-four seniors
Box 367
Fulton, KN
whoi.zill
Distributed by Bryant Disfr Co , Ow•nsboro. Ky.
honorable mention on the All- that we beat South Fulton and all graduate on May 24.
Paul Cates' Phone 153
Bob Hyland's Phone 1185
From the FHS "Kennel"
"For The Best In
The
last meeting of the Quill
Hospitalization"
and Scroll was called to order by
the 1902 president, Wanda Cash
The new members were welcomed
and the minutes of the last meeting were read by Cleta Beggs.
The new officers were elected.
Como to
They are the following: president,
Martha DeMyer; vice-president,
Carolinda Hales; secretary-treasurer, Mary Bondurant; and program committee chairman, Barry
Roper.
Then the meeting was turned
over to Kay Morris, program
chairman.-Kay's topic was "Jour• WM All CORTIONI
IR
D
nalism as a Career" in which she
told of the fields of journalism
• MU MAXON
as a future career. An essay was
• PM TV IN IYUY ROOM
read by Lynn Williamson entitled
"Priesthood of the Press."
•I RNE RESTAKANTS
May 25—Honors Day; Study
hall, 9:30 a. m.
• CHILD'S/1 LINDER 14 Hal

Lawson Explains
elective Service
For '"IIS Poys

School Bands Spur
Youths' Yen For Music

rtmrz
;rtii
_ ___•

Bouhle Talk

CHILL-FILTERED
BOURBON

NOW

6 YEARS OLD!

Glenmore

1;ates & Hyland
Insurance Agency

s:

L7.

II&S Has Final
Meeting Of Year

II.

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

• WS PUT FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIIIPCNIT

• COMPLETELY REMODELIMI

MDR J. OTWN.RT
MIN IAA

POWs

AA 5.5500

MOM( OF Till FAMOUS

BELL TAVERN
FEATURING
CHAPCOAL BROILID SPICIAMIS

*so

Lower Prices Given
Russians Oil-Sale Edge
Washington — Soviet Union oil
exports to the free world have
risen since 1954 until now Russia
supplies about 9 percent of Western Europe's oil needs in exchange for machinery, steel, and
hard currencies.
Price is a big factor. Russia can
sell to Japan for $1 a barrel the
same kind of oil the West sells for
$1.80. Finland buys for $2.39 Soviet oil comparable to Iran's $3.33
oil. And West Germany buys from
Russia at $3.48 the same quality
of light fuel that Britain sells for
$4-5e.
HAL WARREN CHOSEN
Hal Warren, last year's Citizenship Award winner, has been selected for screening in the Sabre
Air Command. Hal is presently a
pre-law student majoring in political science at Memphis State
College.

P40,7,4pc

PHONE

470
PRINTING

1
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P. GERALD PALMER. owner
of the 20,000 acre *GOA LINDA RANCH
near Nogales. Arizona, says,

"THAT'S RICHT
NO BITE!"
90 Proof

$1.55
1-Z Pint
MIELLOW-MASH

Yel
lowstone
The Greatest American
Whiskey

KENTUCKY STRAIONT BOUM, Po I 100 PROOF BOTTLED Ill 801/0
01870110 A POTTLE() BE YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO. LOUISVILLE -OWENSIONO. IT.
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Mrs. Lee Snow.
Martha Kay Copelen spent Saturday night with Alice Fields.
Marie Copelen visited Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. David Speed, Mr. with Kay Bradley.
and Mrs. McGraw of Union City
were visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
CONGRATULATIONS!
Elmoore Copelen and family Sunday afternoon.
James Harold Bradley of Fulton
Mrs. Ella Bell Guyn visited County High School has won a
Mrs. Eva Sanders Monday after- scholarship to a Summer Science
noon.
Course at Murray State College
Mrs. Pearl Cooper spent Wed- for advanced students. James is a
nesday night and Thursday with junior and plans to major in
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott.
journalism in college. This sumMr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and mer he will take Physics I. He is
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited awhile the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Thursday morning with Mr. and Bradley of Hickman.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS •McCONNELL NEWS ROCK SPRING NEWS
Mrs. Cates Melia

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

Mrs. Maud Vincent of Dukedom,
McConnell Church of
The
Tennessee is a patient in Jones Christ has had baptismal services
Clinic receiving treatment and for the past two weeks. The serwe are sending get-well wishes vice last week was held at the
that she may soon recover and Certral Church of Christ at Fulreturn home.
ton and the past Sunday at the
The condition of Billie Mac Broadway Church of Christ at
Harris remains grave, according South Fulton.
to the last report received by relWe wish to congratulate the senatives in this area. The family is iors from our midst of the South
at his bedside.
Fulton and Martin High Schools.
Rev. James Holt and daughter, We also wish them every success
Sandra attended the youth rally in their future endeavors.
held in Dresden, Tennessee last
Miss Brenda Wheat slaughter of
Tuesday night. A fine attendance Mr. and Mrs. Jeter Wheat, has
was had from all the churches of been chosen as Duchess of the
Weakley County.
Martin High School to participate
The epidemic of measles, prevel- in the Cotton Carnival at Memantioround here, has subsided and phis.
all victims are now able to be out
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish and
again.
sons, James Larry and David Cook,
News reached relatives here of visited his mother, Mrs. J. M.
the death of Frank Bynum, vet- Parrish at Salem, Illinois and
eran of World War I, which came other relatives there last weekafter several weeks illness. He end. Mrs. Parrish s.istained a
was a life long citizen of this dis- heart attack several weeks ago
trict, a retired farmer and a mem- and is in a serious condition.
ber of the Old Bethel Baptist
Mrs. Overby of Franklin, TenChurch. Mr. Bynum was a patient nessee is visiting her daughter,
in Veteran Hospital in Nashville, Mrs. H. E. McCord and family.
Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Welch and
The deceased is survived by his children of St. Louis visited his
companion, a son. B. F. rlynum parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch
and a daughter, Mrs. Ralph Doron and other relatives last week-end.
of Huntsville, Alabama, two neMrs. Bertis Levister of Martin
phews James Charlie and Max
,visited her sisters, Mrs. Veneda
Berryman Bynum.
Wilson Moss and family and Mrs.
Funeral services are incomplete Myrtle Caldwell and family last
at this writing. We extend heart- Thursday.
felt sympathy to the bereaved
Little Miss Kimberly Bates of
family.
Fulton spent Sunday with Little
The public sale held at the late Miss Vicki Ferguson.
Ed Frields home last Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McClain, Mrs.
May 3, was attended by a large Rufus Kimberlin, Mrs. Harold
crowd. The sale was all the house- Rowland and Mrs. Buck Wilhold furnishings, kitchen equip- haucks visited Mrs. Clifton Farmment. Col. Charlie Burrow was er Saturday. Mrs. F rmer is hosthe auctioneer.
pitalized in tlië B tist Hospital
News from the Rev. Charles at Memphis.
Vincent are now favorable. The
Mr. Timothy Bates of Fulton
young minister, pastor of Reidland spent Sunday with Mr. Brad BogBaptist Church suffered a siege gess.
of rheumatic .fever a few weeks
Richard Moss, who is serving
ago requiring some hospitalization with the U. S. Navy at San Diego,
and his friends will be glad to California. is visiting his mother.
hear of his rapid recovery.
Mrs. Veneda Moss'and other relaMr. Lee Perry returned home tives.
from the veterans hospital in
Mesdames
Wilhaucks,
Buck
Nashville. Tennessee last week af- Kenneth Hastings and Sam Hastter -his physical check-up time.
ings visited Mr. Curtis Long at
The writer enjoyed the writing Luckett's Rest Home at Gleasan
of Bill Powell of Paducah Sun Sunday afternoon.
Democrat last week when he
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crutchfield
wrote of the drought of 1930. Well of Memphis are visiting Mr. Wess
do I remember that year when Vovvell and other relatives in this
everything was most a failure. No, vicinity.
one received any profits from I
Mr. Tommie Allen Austin is the
crops. gardens, etc.. until late proud owner of a pony. "Little
autumn. Then when the year of 31' Joe".
came every farmer was twice, or
Mr. :and Mrs. Leroy Hastings
maybe thrise rewarded for their observed their 25th Wedding Annew look on life, crops were nviersary on Friday, May 4th.
abundant all around this area. Congratulation& Jewe'l and LeSomehow more humbleness was roy.
shown and
good to live close
We_waltt to send get-well wishto God at all times.
es for all those that are hospitalFor this writer I look first to ized and shut-ins. The addresses
the crocus in the spring and about of the hospitalized at this time are
as beautiful to me is when crocus riven in case anyone should want
burst forth, sometimes under a to send a get-well card:
few inches of snow the tiny things
Mrs. Clifton T. Farmer, Room
get ready to make us happy.
765-M. Baptist Hospital, Memphis,
The Reverend Dean Doster, Tenn. Mr. Ligon Welch, Ward,
young minister of Gleason. Ten- Kennedy General Hospital, Memnessee, preached at New Salem phis, Tcnn. Mrs. J. M. Parrish,
Baptist Church last Sunday in- 114 South Pruyn, Salem. Illinois.
stead of the Reverend James Holt,
Mrs. Dan Hastings, well known
the pastor. He delivered a fine in this community, is hospitalized
sermon and a good attendance was at the Jones Clinic, Fulton.
had.
We wish to Congratulate Mr.
_
and Mrs. Billy Olive, (nee Jean
Williams,) on the birth of a baby
(laughter.
—
FOR YOUR FAVORITE
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell was a
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred LeCornu of Greenfield last
GRADUATE
Tuesday evening.
Famous brands in • sport
Shirts "Sport Coats
ArcesFOR VANCE!
series
'VISIT OUR GUT BAR
.J. Bryan Kerby of Crutchfield
has been named Fulton County
Cashon-Grisham-Wright campaign manager for Marion
Main Street
Fulton
Vance for Senator,Louisville headquarters of the group announced
today.

By Nettle Lee Careen

Prices Good Thru Sat. May 12
We Reserve The Right to Limit
Store Hours 8 til 9 Sun 12 till 9
SWIFTS PROTEN

Round Steak Lb.79c
Chuck Roast Lb. 49c

SWIFTS PROTEN
REELFOOT

Bacon 1 Lb.Pkg. 59c

Happy Birthday

Named To Honor Group

YOU'RE INVITED!
A revival is now in progress at
the Church of God of Prophecy at
120 Forestdale. Bishop T. W.
Bradley, of Johnson City, formerly of Hickman, is in charge of the
services beginning each evening at
7:90. Rev. H. M. Lawson, pastor
invites the public to worship with
them.

Margaret Ann Tipton, University of Kentucky student from i
Hickman, was recently initiated
into Alpha Epsilon Delta honarary
society for premedical students.
Miss Tipton, daughter of Mr.'
and Mrs. W. C. Tipton, Route 1,' Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams and
Hickman, is a junior at UK. She Mrs. B. L. Austin visited Mr. and
was graduated from Fulton Coun- Mrs. Kenneth Adams and sons in
ty High School.
Murray Sunday.

May 11: Linda Kay Muzzall;
May 12: Linnie Martin Hill, Russell Parton, Mrs. J. H. Bailey;
May 13: Keith Counce, Mary E.
Jones, Jennings Kerby; May 14:
I. R. Nolen, Mrs. L. H. Howard,
Betty Sue Bell, Corrine Cummings, Jean Cole Bynum, Monette
Cochran, C. H. McDaniel; May 15:
Joyce Hill.

Bologna

Lb. 29c
FRESH GROUND
3 LB Pkg. We have your FREE copy of the New
MI Green Stamp IDEABOOK—PLUS
Hamburger... $1.00 every-day
low prices

WATCH THE

DINAR SHORE
SHOW NBC-TV
Every 4", friday!
It

that can't be beat.

Picnics
ryers
c
OFF

py

REELFOOT
SMOKED

US. GOVT.
INSPECTED

SALT PORK
REELFO01

6Oic

NEW GOLDEN GREEN

59c
Wisk 69c
Silver Dust 74c
all $2.15
QUART

NEW

BLUE DETERGENT

9 - LB. BOX

59c

BONELESS STEAKS
SWISS

SIRLOIN STEAK _ _ _ _ LB.

89c

STEAK

LB. 69c

HCOP CHEESE

59c

CHUCK STEAK

LB.

LB.

St/GAR

With
$5.00
Purchase
Or More

It

Vim 59c

Sponsored by

KOTEX
BUTTER

12 oz. Can

39c

_ _ 3 Pkg.
dairy brand

$1.00

12 Roll

$1.00

COCKTAIL __ 5 303 Cans
PILLSBURY

$1.00

CAKE MIX _ _

$1.00

LB. 66c

TOILET

49c
15 REG.
RED
$
1•

_ _ 4 Pkg.

LADY ALICE
3 1-2 Gal. Ctns

LE SAUCE 6

Gluten Bread

GIANT

LUX

_

FANCY

Detergent ia a Tablet

LIQUID

69c

89,
1hr

10 lb
_kg

TISSUE
_
SACRAMENTO

ICE MILK

a•••

CUX

LB.$1.49c

S( OrTIE

TREET

sNA
C'
D asUP ___ 6 14 o.lot. $1.00 I
GIANT

190

PKG.

FOR FAMILY WASH

NEW

LEAN

LMON It0

LI

FRANKS

STREAK-0-

QUART

HANDY ANDY

FULTON BASE BALL PARK
BIG TRAINED
Animal and Variety Show

DONT MISS IT. -- 60 & 90c

Margaret Jinn Tipton

The News is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the following
persons on their birthdays.

irsIVEMPffs
TER
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"active"

Trained Dogs, Ponies, Monkeys, Funny funny
Clowns. Novelty and Western acts
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OLDFASHION

SAT. MAY 12th 2:30 & 7:30

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS

Page 10

303Cans $1.00

loaf 49c

ANANAI

PURPLE

POTATOES _ _ _ 25 Lb. Bag
MUSTARD OR

89c

HULL PEAS
WINSAP

TURNIP GREENS

29c

APPLES

SOAP
2 Lb

LB.
4 Lb. Bag

19c
49c

1962

rress at
hecy at
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Hales, Williamson New Co-editors;
Various Changes for Kennel Staff

Tomorrow's Leaders

Prim the HO "Messier
of the Quill and Scroll.
Pam Homra will be the new
Several changes and additions
business manager. Pam is a memhave been made in the 1962 Ken- ber
of the Quill and Scroll, and
nel Staff.
she is also engaged in various
The co-editors will be Carolinda other activities
around FHS.
Hales and Lynn Williamson. CaroMartha DeMyer, the new presillnda, the new Vice-President of
Quill and Scroll, has been on the dent of the Quill and Scroll, will
Kennel Staff for two years. Lynn, be a sales manager. Andy Batts,
who is also a member of Quill and who is new on the Kennel Staff,
Scroll, was the managing editor is also a sales manager.
The advertising managers are
this year.
The news editor will be Barry Nancy Williamson and Margaret
Roper. He is also the program Omar.
Sthnley Jeffress, a new member
chairman of the Quill and Scroll.
Feature editor, Sandra Ballow, of the Quill and Scroll, and Judy
will have Nancy Trea,s. as her as- Hoodenpyle are t . circulation
sistant. Sandra is a new member managers.
of the Quill and Scroll. This will
The reporters are Susan WalkSome of next year's officers are (1. to r.) front row: Pam Homra,
be Nancy's second year on the er, Bob Anderson,.Lannie Hinton,
FBLA president; Martha DeMyer, Quill & Scroll and FHA president;
Kennel Staff.
Helen Worley, Carol Dunn, Ann Wayne Lohaus, freshman
president. Back row: Barry Roper, senior
Linda Warren, who is also a Williams, Dotty Hogan, Nancy
president; Douglas McAlister, Honor Society president; Duane Mcmember of the Quill and Scroll, Latta, Ronnie romra, Andrea
Alister, junior president; Terry Willingham, sophomore president.
is the new managing editor.
Melton, Terry Thomas, R. Paul
The copy editors will be Ann Westpheling, Ward Bushart, Patty
Bowers and Annie Lee Green.
Hixson, Terry Willingham, FredThe special reporters will be die Well, and Ward Bushart.
Sandra Cash and Josephine Hancock. Josephine is a member of
the Quill and Scroll. This was Money Raised By PTA
Sandra's first year on the Kennel
To Buy Educational TV
From the FIRS "Kennel"
into the making of such an exStaff.
(Ed's note: The following are quisite story.
Douglas McAlister will be the
The P-TA is now working to
outstanding • bookreviews
two
sports editor, and Gerald Bradley raise money for the proposed
TV which were written by Carr EleThe final tragedy occurs when
will be his assistant.
prospect. A television is to be
Flag is killed, and Jody runs away
Mary Bondurant will retain her given to the fifth grade of Carr mentary eighth .students. They
were composed in class for Mrs. in his lonely grief. Jody's returns
present job as exchange editor. Elementary as an aid in
their
with a more mature outlook on
Jane Warren will be her assistant. class work. Monday is being rais- James White.)
life ends the story with the state
Both Mary and Jane are members ed through membership dues
and
of satisfaction and sorrow that go
FACIDEIS
from various other activities. A
with the cruel struggle to survive
pancake breakfast was recently
in the wilds of Florida.
By Leon 'Cris
held for this purpose.
Reviewed by Sara Jane Poe
Further plans for the television
Leon Uris's
gripping ,novel,
From the FRS "Kennel"
207 Commercial
Phone 58
will be discussed at the fall meetExodus, portrays the Jews' return
ing in September.
to
native
their
Israel and making
Honor Society Meets
JAMES HAZELWOOD
it an independent republic. He
The Honor Society met last
vividly
describes the hatred of the
STICK WITH THE BAND!!
UAL KILLEBREW
Jews by their enemies, the Ger- week to elect new members and
Don't
mans
and
forget
the Arabs, .the bitter officers for next year. The new
to buy a band
—Slip Covers; seat covers
booster sticker! They can be struggle for independence and the members will be announced on
—Upholstering (all kinds:
bought for one dollar from any merciless hostility against his peo- Honors Day, May 25, 1962.
modern and antique
band member.
ple. Uris cleverly combines char—Draperies
The officers are Douglas Mcacters such as the hard An Ben Alister,. president; Lynn William—Awnings tarpaulins
Canaan and the tender Karen son, vice-president; and Beverly
Home News In The News
Clement to show the strength and Haman. secretary-treasurer. endurance of the Israelites. He
builds up the reader's sympathy
Say "It's In The News"
for Israel by giving a short biography of the main characters
filled with ruthless injustices on
the part of different countries
that have mistreated the Jews.
The reader is lifted up and carried
through powerful incidents until
he actually mourns for the men
and women of Israel to the final
tragic end.

Two Excellent Bookreviews Written
In Class by Junior High Students

S. P. MOORE 131 CO.

49c

.00

.00

.00
SOOIMO IIIISSEY • I TEAS ill1/ • KJ Mai • SLIM Will I 91113 IK
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.00

Use PRODUCTION CREDIT
FARM FINANCING
in 1962 ...
"Fiiim Loans
for FARMERS
by FARMERS"

Freon th• FlUI "Kennel"

The Seniors of Fulton High
School completed their research
From lb. •1111 .Cesumi"
themes on April 30, 1962. The list
Miss Janet Allen graduated valesof subjects this year was submitted about three weeks in advance dic torian of her class at Fulton
of the preceding date. Some of the High School
in 1956. .:.:uring her
theme topics are as follows: The
History of Golf, Vie ,History of senior years vile was --a charter
Boxing, The History of Football, member of the National Honor SoSome Modern Uses of Photo- -ciety, in which she held the office
of vicepresident. She was also edigraphy. The Role of Queen Elizabeth II in the United Kingdom, tor of the annual. that year.
Throughout.
Miss
Allen's high
The Most Destructive Fires in
school years she was a member of
History, the Training of Dogs'for
FHA
and
vice-president of that orthe Blind, The Reign of Elizabeth
I, Mary Queen of Scots, The Fight ganization for one year, and a
member
of
Future Nurses Club.
Against Cancer, The Life and
Time of Geoffry Chaucer,
Upon graduation she :Mended
larities Among the Worldi Great Murray State College where sl,.
Religions, The Story of. Stamps, received her B. A. degree. If, •
The Diesel Engine, American Jazz, majors were in chemistry at,
The History of Nursing as a Ca- biology. During her. first yc:
reer, English Journalism of 1700 - she was a member of Del'
1740, and numerous others.
Lamdba Alpha,
an honorai.,
The preparation of this type of freshman women's fraternity. She
theme will be helpful ia-preparing held the office of the treasurer of
term papers in college, or in pre- Beta, Beta, Beta, biology honorparing reports, etc,, as students ary fraternity for two years. Durpursue their careers as "Mr. (or ing her years at Murray State she
was a member of the French Club,
Mrs.) Average Citizen".
Kappa Delta Pi, an honorary educational fraternity, and an _active
TOPS IN BASKETBALL
member of the Student Religious
Kenneth Allen and lion Burnette,
Council. Miss Allen, a member of
members of the FHSBulldogs team
the Student Affiliates of the
which won the 1962 First Regional
American
Chemical
Society,
championship, were chosen for
worked in the biology department
honorable mention on the 1962
assistant, and secretary to
All-State basketball team an.: as lab
flounced by the Courier-Journal. the head of the department. She
Both boys have received their cer- was in Who's Who in American
tificates.
Colleges and Universities and

.graduated with high distinction
After graduation from Mum
State, she attended the UniversW
of Louisville for two years an
was a member of the Studer:
American Medical Association.
This is Mib. /alien s first ex
perIence at teaching. When aske
about the response of the Student
at FHS she replied, "They haw
been very cooperative."
Her future plans are to toat-ii _
the Louisville city school,
year.
•
M'FrT. Is Radio Active

USE OUR
HIGH - ANALYSIS

FERTILIZER
More Liberally Than
You Have Before- To Get

—SEE—

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
'FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 NT %IN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

YIELDS!
CITY COAL CO.
Fulton

By Marjorie R. Rawlings
Reviewed by Roy. Rogers
The swamp was still and deadly
quiet. The sun had become suddenly unbearably hot. An old sunset-red bloodhound stalked quietly out of the underbrush sniffing
at the enormous prints in the
slimy Florida mud. A haggard
faced, exhausted looking man,
with a sickly-white sapling of a
boy at his heels, stumbled out after the dog. He stood for a moment looking confused. Suddenly
the very air shattered with a terrifying roar as a mountain of a
bear tore out of the blackjack
with the old dog snapping at his
heels. The man raised his gun
with renewed energy and purpose
and fired with the deadly aim of a
hunter who knew he must kill or
be killed. The boy came to life and
ran to the monstrosity calling.
"You done it, Pa, you done it," This
was the exciting end of a threeday hunt for the ferocious bear
known as old Siewfoot, since he
had left a toe in a bear trap.
This and many other exciting
and heartbreaking events give
The Yearling a savor of adventure
and warmth sweet to the taste of
any reader. The joy and heartbreak of Jody's love and devotion
for the young deer Flag and the
hardships of life in Florida's
swamplands in the 1870's supply
the warmth and feeling that go

announces a

PERSONAL LOAN DEPARTMENT
now in operation
This new service is in keeping with progressive banking for the area
that if serves. HAROLD D. HENDERSON, Jr., is in charge of this new
eoartment.
Loans made for:
Purchasing automobiles
Purchasing appliances
Signature loans
Consolidation loans
Any other personal needs

,For the
GOLDEN YEARS
izrtcr 40

Advantages of
PRODUCTION CREDIT LOAN S:
• PRODUCTION CREDIT is planned credit—
to help you form more profitably.

9c

19c

• Repayments are scheduled when crops or ilv•stock aro sold_
• Simple interest y charged on this daily outstanding balance.
Your cost for using the money is leu.
• Up to 7 years to pay on certain types of loans.
• Credit a available anytime — tight money or not.
• loans ore set up and approved by mein who know fanning
and understand your financing needs.

"Always Sec Your PCA

Jackson Purchase P C A
miill

JOHN P. WILSON
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506

WARREN BARD
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 9-5161

This new service is primarily for salaried people and offers an addi
Ilona' service to our present lending policies. The Fulton Bank solicits
your patronage. Come by and discuss your financial problems with us.

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for • formula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

FULTON BANK

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

MEMBER:FDIC

mEN

Phone 51

- 111111111

FULTON BANK

THE YEARLING

69c
69c
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Seniors Complete
Research Themes Janet Allen Is Student Teaching
In Chemistry and Biology Classes

"Safety

Service

Satisfaction"

STATE OWNED—

01W)1NOTEBOOK—
I
(Continued from pate one)
rather than as a means of curbing He did have a fast car, but he
'NICE PEONY Blossoms for sale alcoholism.
couldn't. handle it. My friends are
80c per dozen. Cali Mrs. Elwyn
Meanwhile, t. Luke's Hostel,
I can never bring them
Coffman, East State Line - Phone Kentucky's first private non-prof- gone and
,back, but this boy, this "driver"
1125W1.
it hospital exclusively for treat- has to live with this nightmare for
alcoholics, will be opened the remainder of his natural life.
FOR RENT: Floor .sanding ma- ment of
Rectorville in Mason He cannot be blamed, but should
chine and electric "our *Wisher April 24 at
County.
be pitied. How much more God
and electric vacuum cleaners. ExThe. plan was announced by has punished him than those other
change Furniture
Father Robert Peck of Maysville. three! But like anywhere else,
The Yale alumni group voted to' there are some people who think
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
"de-repair and move. Get our establish a Kentucky chapter. differently than I do and their
TV.
Mrs. Edith Davis, director of the minds cannot be changed that
es. We service all makes
state mental health center in Lex- quickly. And whenever they see
ie 307. Roper Television..
ington, was named to head •en or- this boy, this poor kid, it will be
ganizational committee
hell for him!
But was this accident caused by
RICHARD BRANN—
a direct fault of his? I do not
(continued from pnoe one)
think so. For in a man there are
to their home base, Hunter A. F. B., four things which are our basic
needs—food, warmth and shelter
Ge.,-rg.ia (Savannah). ‘'aelitiin Cleaners
"He has great appreciation of are the first three. This boy had
FrAr polishers
11 back in West Kentucky. Inci- all these and they were well supdently, I might have previously plied. The fourth is called a secindicated his home is Paducah. ondary drive in psychology. It's
sA'Al )F,
Ile actually appeared very happy love. Parental love for which he
did' not have, which everyone
lion(
to cit to know me and visit.
-Will you please inquire among needs and must receive. He had to
the I. C. people. concerning their go somewhere else for his love
acquaintenance with Pat, an this led him to these boys
LEGAL NOTICE
Jr., Captain 'Patrick Ryan. Hun- through his car. He wanted to be
ter A. F. B., Georgia .of Paducah. loved through his car. He wanted
TO BIDDERS
I am sure many will remember people to notice him, to give him
:ITY OF SOUTH FULTON Pat. Sr. He (Jr.) desires very the notice he was deprived from
much to have both his father and at "home." For when a boy'(not
TENNESSEE
himself remembered to Fultonians just this one) goes fast in a car,
I. SEALED BIDS FOR TIIE associated with and formerly as- he does not say, "Li-Rik at my car",
but rather, "Look at ME!"
CONSTRUCTION OF SEWERAGE sociated with the I. C. R. R.
That poor kid! I hope that now
WORKS IMPROVEMENTS will
"It is almost 8 p. m. and I have
'le received by the Mayor and got to research a new system he has learned a lesson that I have
learned sooner. He has learned it
;hoard of Aldermen of the City of much more!
too late, if not at all. I'm glad I
:oath Fulton, Tennessee at the
With love,
learned it now for I just got my
t'ity Hall, South Fulton, Tennessee
Gitano Ricardo
driver's license yesterday and have
until 2:00 P. M. CST on the 22 day
en Espana
been going to a school of driver
if May, 1962 at which time the
alias Dick Brann
education to learn more before I
'ads will be opened and read aloud..
Richard C. Brann
get into a car. I pray that I never
Headquarters 16th
2. The work involved in this
have my personality confused with
Air Force A. P. 0.
two
into
•woject will be divided
a car.
283, P. 0. B. 2119
.ections Bidders may bid on both .
N. Y. C.. N.
Today is a nice day and is supsection.
separate
:ections or either
• A friend recently asked for Hal posed to be in the 90's like yesterin
shall
contract
this
Part A of
Riddle's address: Here goes: 940'4 day. I'm playing baseball again
hide the construction and corn- Ililldale Ave., Los Anf2cles, 69, this year and plan to go to Stonebuilding,
control
plant
a
of
Action
Calif.
hill College in the fall.
Primary Clarifier, two Trickling
I love you both,
'liters, Final Clarifier. Sludge
David
Contract
Chlorine
Tank.
Tligester
Tank. Sludge Drying Beds, ReWhen Its
irculation Sump, ()Wall lines,
Manholes, Comrninutor, Grit Re-'
Real Estate in Fulton
'nova! Chambers. Pumps, PlumbRome—Urban traffic problems
— See —
ng, Ileating. Electrical and all plagued even ancient Rome. One
Alter work and appurtenances of Julius Caesar's first acts on CHARLES W.BURROW
lecessary for the construction of a taking power in Rome was to ban 1109 Walnut
Phone 61
Treatment wheeled traffic from the downSewage
-omplete
town area during the day. The re- warm Loans
Plant.
Conventional boars
Part B of this project involves sult was a heavy flow of noisy
the construction of the outfall nighttime traffic.
FHA Loans
Later emperors extended the
runk line, interceptor lines in—The very best selection of real
ban
to
city
every
the
in
Roman
^lading the necessary sewer manestate for sale at all times
holes, piping, opening and clog- Empire and finally Hadrian limitng ditches, repair of streets and ed even the number and loads of,
ill other work and appurtenances carts permitted in the capital at,
lecessary to the completion of night.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
this system.
CALLING COLLECT
All work is to he done in strict
iceordance with the specifications
555 FULTON, KY.
Ind drawings as furnished by the
rnr The
CHapel 7-1833
Engineer.

CLASSIFIED ADS

(Continued from pspe

...fiospda: beds
,Bak. ;Je(:,

Si
BI
es

Let's Talk About - -

Low Cost Power, Recreational Facilities, The Tourist Industry
Jobs 1;1'1!D9re and Why We Need Noble Gregory In Congress.

3. Bidders are advised that all
'ads must be accompanied by a
-ertified check, cashiers check, or
bid bond executed by a Securi✓ Company authorized to do
iusiness in the State of Tennessee,
n the amount of 10 percent of
he bid. payable to the City of
:faith Fulton, Tennessee, as a
uarantee on the part of the bidter that If his bid is accepted, he
till, within ten (10) days after
-eceipt of the notice of such ateptanee, enter into a contract,
,nd in the ease of default, forfeit
nd pay the said 10 percent the
'ity of South Follett, Tennessee.
4. The City of South Fulton.
Tennessee reserves the right to
elect the lowest and/or best bid
nd to reject and and/or all bids
✓ to waive any informalities or
rregniarities therein. Bidders are
autioned that no bid will be opend that does not bear the Conractors Tennessee license num.er on the outside of the envelope.
5. Proposed form of contract
1ocuments. including drawings
nd specifications are on file at
he office of NICHOLS ENGI:EERING COMI'ANY, Everett
City.
;tewart Airport, Union
"ennemee and at the office of
he City Clerk, South Fulton,
'ennessee. These documents may
e examined and if copies are
esired, they may be obtained
rom the Engineer at the above
ddress upon a deposit of fifty
ollara ($50.00) Per set for Pall
, and a deposit of thirty dollars
MAO) Per set for Part B of
.hich twenty-five dollars ($25.00)
er set for Part A and fifteen
ollars ($15.00) per set for part B
ill be refunded upon return of
he above mentioned documents in
good and usable condition to the
'ngineer within seven (7) days
fter the opening of bids.
6. Information concerning the
ilse of security and method of
repating bids is contained in the
bove mentioned documents.
7. No bid may be withdrawn for
period of sixty (60) days subseuent to the opening of bids withut the written consent of the City
f. South Fulton, Tennessee.
ITY OF—
OUTH FI7LTON, TENNESSEE
Y s/ MILTON COUNCE, Mayor
ttest By Emily Dame, City Reirder and Treasurer.
May 1, 1962.
'ate

BEST
GILLUM
TRANSFER co.

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it
but with one of our Lowpayment plan
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

Sll
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NOBLE J. GREGORY

1
bal
wr
is
T.
try

This is addressed to citizens of every county profiting from tourist and recreational facilities, flood control and cheapem
power and the industrial development and the employment opportunities at Calvert City and elsewhere resulting from this
construction.
Frequently candidates for office make unjustified claims for accomplishment in their desire to influence voters. I have
always felt it to be my solemn duty to further the interests of a worthy constituency-without advertising or exploiting my accomplishments. However in the light of challenges as to what I have done I feel that I should call attention to actual facts in
connection with the legislation authorizing initial construction of Kentucky Dam.
When this legislation came to the House in my first term
in 1938 the fight Was long and bitter. The Republican party
and private power groups gave very vigorous opposition. I
made an intensive and vigorous office to office personal campaign for its passage. After a long and hard fight the bill was
passed by a narrow margin.
At that time there was a very active local organization sponsoring the dam and the late Warren Swann of Murray and L. .1.
Hortin of Murray State College were President and Secretary
respectively. Mr. Horton wrote each Member of Congress a
personal letter thanking them for their support. He received
many replies all unsolicited. Before leaving Kentucky he gave
me these letters which I cherish. Here reproduced are excerpts from several of these letters which clearly and definitely
point to the part I played in securing enactment of this legislation. The number of such letters received by Mr. Horton far
exceed the margin by which the bill was passed.
It gives me a great deal of pleasure to cooperate with yowl.
able Congressman. Noble Gregory, in connection with the Gilberlsville Dam appropriation.
--There is no man in the House for whom I have higher regard and affection than Noble Gregory, and I want you to
know that I always get pleasure from working with him.
LYNDON B. JOHNSON
Congressman from the 10th District of Texas

'"IliS lo
if 4

POTTED PLANTS 98c to

$2.98

And made-up plants with plastic flowers
Specially wrapped for Mother

Cut Clads

Cemetery wreaths
•••1•••••

Purses _ _ Lingerie _ _ Hosiery
Accessories
Housewares
Glassware, tinware
Begin your Mother's Day shopping at:

5- 10

Frankly I had never been greatly impressed with Gilbertsville, but you have such a nice fellow representing you up
here in Congressman Gregory and he was so thoroughly sold
on the project himself that I did render what service I could
and did It as a courtesy to Congressman Gregory. He's a fine
fellow and I am very fond of him and it is my observation that
be misses no opportunity to look after the welfare of his people.
JOE B. BATES
Congressman from the 8th District of Kentucky
You are to be complimented upon being represented in
Congress by a Member who has the ability, tact and industry
shown by Mr. Gregory. He has made scores of friends and his
sincerity and industry on behalf of Gilbertsville Dam and other
matters involving his district make him an invaluable representative.
CHARLES H. LEAVE
Congressman from 5th District, Washington

It was a pleasure to me to have given assistance to my
able colleague, Honorable N. J. Gregory. Mr. Gregory is one
of the finest men in the House. He is sinoere. energetic, and
certainly a hard worker for his District. The great amount of
work he did on this undertaking should be long felt by his
constituency.
LYLE II. BOREN
Congressman from 4th District, Oklahoma
Mr. Gregory is my personal friend, and I wouldn't know
how to my "no" to any request that he makes, and he is certainly interested in the Gilbertsville Dam project.
B. FRANK VVHELCHEL
Congressman, from 9th District, Texas
I am always happy when I can cooperate with my good
friend, Noble Gregory, in legislation in which he may be especially interested. He Is a very splendid young man, and enjoys the confidence of his colleagues, both Democrate and Republicans.
CHARLES L. SOUTH
Congressman from 21st District of Texas
You may be assured that it was a pleasure to me to cooperate with your Representative. Honorable Noble J. Gregory. in supporting the Gilbertsville Dam project. Mr. Gregory
worked hard for this appropriation and I am glad that the
measure Passed. I trust that a great deal of benefit will be derived therefrom.
A. L. FORD
Congrmsinan from 4th District, Mississippi Congressman Gregory is one of the finest men in Gotigress
and has many friends here. The people of your District-should
be very grateful to him for his splendid work in their behalf.
ALBERT THOMAS
Congressman from 8th District, Texas
Your letter of the 10th has been received, and it Pleases
me to cooperate with my friend and colleague, Congressman
N. J .Gregory.
NAT PATTON
Congressman, 7th District, Texas
Your Congressman, Noble J. Gragory, did some very splended work in your behalf, and I was glad on his account, as well
as on account of the merit of the project, to support same.
LUTHER A. JOHNSON
Congressman, from 6th District, Texas
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My colleague. Noble Gregory, was the one who did yeoman's work on this measure.
RICHARD M. ATKINSON
Congressman, from 5th District, Tennessee

A Congressman is a public servant and an employee of his
people. He should be Judged by the character of service he
can render and the type of intelligent and beneficial work
done for his constituency state and nation.

I cannot resist saying to you that your own Representative. Honorable Noble Gregory, has done his full duty in this
matter and deserves the commendation of the people in his
District.
HERRON PEARSON
Congressman, from 7th District, Tennessee

This is one of many, though the major accomplishment to
which I lay claim. On the basis of my record which speak*
for itself I earnestly solicit your support in the May 29th primary. On the records of public service the candidates should
be Judged I hope that you feel that my accomplishments deserve your support for reelection that I may continue to advance the cause of the First District,

Noble J. Gregory
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